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Foreword

What does the future hold? What new ideas will compel us to change our perspectives; the way we work? The
ACT’s role is to aid ESA’s long term planning by leading and supervising the search for concepts with the potential
to be used in space, enabling previously inconceivable missions and opening space to an ever wider community.
Rigorous critical evaluation to weed out the unattractive and the unfeasible; researchers within the ACT, and
those academics taking part in the Ariadna scheme, work to find and assess ideas worthy of seeding the minds of
mainstream space science.

Within their stay in the ACT, research fellows and graduates lend their talents and labours to exploring research
areas that are not yet attracting widespread attention, before moving on, allowing the ACT to evolve and redefine
itself, even as its current work is being considered for detailed research in the mainstream. The ACT also provides
a link to European academia, harnessing the wealth of expertise and creativity in universities through the Ariadna
scheme, gaining the ability to collaborate in short, focused studies on ideas that are possibly worthwhile, yet require
further analysis before they are deemed feasible.

For the moment, main ACT study areas include:

• Advanced energy systems

• Trajectory and system design

• Advanced propulsion

• Theoretical physics

• Biomimetics

• Mathematics and informatics

The ACT will continue to function as a think tank, exploring innovative ideas for the benefit the wider ESA
community, but not only in traditional space domains. We will not discount different branches of knowledge, and
hope to stimulate the cross-fertilisation of ideas between the researchers of the ACT and ESA as a whole.

Having already been published, the following articles provide a small sample of the work being carried out
within the ACT. This, the first issue of the ACT’s Acta Futura illustrates just some of the work carried out by the
ACT. Now and in the future, work such as this will challenge and embolden space systems designers by presenting
them with concepts that have potential that cannot be ignored.

More publications and studies are available from the ACT website.

Andrés Ǵalvez, Leopold Summerer
Advanced Concepts Team

http://www.esa.int/act
act@esa.int
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Human Hypometabolism for Long Duration
Spaceflight: Motivation, Possibilities and

Consequences

Mark Ayre
Advanced Concepts Team, European Space Agency

Abstract

Journey times of manned missions to the outer solar system could easily take years if not more. This is especially
true when considering the mass penalties involved: LSS costs, both physical and psychological, will constitute
a significant part of the mission mass, and the LSS mass will be the strongest driver of the propulsion require-
ments. Given these problems, an alternative approach is to somehow reduce LSS load to a minimum, whilst still
maintaining crew health and effectiveness to acceptable levels. For future manned missions, complete automation
during transit periods is not an unreasonable goal. If this were the case, the requirement for crew activity during
these periods would collapse to zero, introducing the possibility of some form of hypometabolic stasis, similar to
the hibernation observed in certain animals. With a concomitant reduction in resource and psychological require-
ments, this would drastically reduce the requirements imposed on the life support system. This paper first assesses
whether human hypometabolism is worth investigating by considering the likely trip-times for manned missions
to the outer planets. It is shown that even with very high performance propulsion, trip-times are still in the order
of years. The physical and psychological requirements of astronauts during such voyages are outlined, as is the
fundamental problem of their impact at a mission-level. Possible strategies to achieve human hypometabolism are
then briefly covered. The beneficial effects of including HS within a typical deep space mission architecture are
then considered, and results from a case-study involving a Human Mars Mission architecture is presented to give
an indication of the wet-mass reduction made possible using an HS. In summary, the mass, volume and operational
benefits associated with placing the crew into torpor during transit periods are likely to be considerable: These
could in turn allow new classes of missions to be possible, or would allow relaxation of propulsion subsystem
requirements and/or trip-time reductions for extant mission classes. Given this, the paper concludes that HS for
long duration spaceflight is a very useful (even potentially enabling) technology, and is therefore a worthy topic
for consideration.

Keywords: manned, long-duration, hypometabolism, hibernation
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Nomenclature

BR Bioregenerative

ERC Earth Return Capsule

HIT Hibernation Induction Trigger

HS Hypometabolic Stasis

LSS Life Support System

MEV Mars Excursion Vehicle

PC Physical Chemical

THM Transfer Habitation Module

Motivation

Given development timeframes, the two questions that
must be asked before seriously considering HS are (i)
will propulsion technology have advanced to the point
where journey times within the solar system are re-
duced to levels that would obviate the requirement for
HS? and (ii) will LSS technology have advanced to the
point where physical and psychological constraints are
relaxed such that human missions to the outer solar
system become feasible? These questions are treated
in the following sections.

Journey Times to the Outer Solar
System

Manned missions in the future will make use of thrust-
limited, non-thermal propulsion technologies with pro-
longed thrust arcs. The main propulsion concepts suit-
able for manned deep-space missions are summarised
in Table , along with their specific impulse, specific
power and approximate development timeframe.

Conceptual studies [1, 2, 3] point to controlled
fusion as the most desirable propulsion system for
manned missions to the outer planets. Figure 1(a)
shows the desirability of fusion compared to other
types of propulsion: it offers the potential for very high
specific powers ( 1-100 kW/kg) and exhaust velocities
of the order of m/s. Ideally, for manned outer solar sys-
tem exploration, one would possess an engine yielding
specific impulses in the range of 10,000 to 100,000s
and a specific power of at least 10kW/kg - values that
would be enabled by controlled fusion engine concepts
[4].

In [5] Moeckel develops a simplified parametric as-
sessment of the likely performance of both Type I (en-
ergy limited) and Type II (thrust limited) systems by
evaluating their performance in gravity-free space. For
controlled fusion propulsion, we can take the relation-
ship for Type II propulsion systems and use it to calcu-
late mission durations to the outer planets:

RF = 29(Nα′)
1
2T

3
2

[
mpay

m0,1

] 1
2 N

(1)

WhereRF is the flyby distance (in AU);N is the
number of mission stages;α′ is the specific power
(kW/kg);mpay/m0,1 is the mass ratio.

Durations for rendezvous and round-trip class mis-
sions are given by simple multiples of equation 1. Fig-
ure 1(b) shows the mission durations for single-stage,
round-trip and rendezvous missions to the outer plan-
ets for a mission with an assumed mass ratio of 0.1,
for a variety of values of specific power. Table shows
the calculated durations for a round-trip to each of the
outer planets for each of the assumed specific power
values. It should be noted that substantial errors are in-
volved in the estimations yielded by this method when
the journey involves entering or exiting the gravity
field of a major body (e.g. Jupiter) - these errors can
approach a 50% or more underestimation of the jour-
ney duration. The values given in figure 1(a) are there-
fore at thelower boundary of the duration estimate.
It can be seen that trip times to the outer planets using
controlled fusion propulsion are heavily dependent on
specific power: values below 10 kW/kg (a very desir-
able value) quickly lead to journey times of the order
of decades (15 years to Uranus with a specific power
of 0.1 kW/kg). Even with Inertial Confinement Fusion
(100 kW/kg), trip times to Uranus, Neptune and Pluto
are still estimated to take of the order of 1-2 years.

To summarise, even with very high specific power
fusion propulsion (the best envisaged) we are still
faced with journey times of manned missions to outer
solar system destinations which run into the order of
years, perhaps more. Controlled fusion propulsion is
forecast to become a technical reality within 30-50
years, and at present there do not exist any serious
propulsion concepts which offer superior performance.
The potential mission durations offered by controlled
fusion represent the best that can be hoped for in the
foreseeable future.
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Table 1: Main propulsion concepts suitable for future solar system exploration, along
with their predicted specific impulse, specific power and development timeframe
Technology ISP/seconds Alpha/kW/kg Timeframe/years
BNTR 1200 - 2020
Pulsed Induction Thruster 6000-10000 0.2 2015
VASIMR 10000-30000 0.1 2020
MagnetoPlasmaDynamic 6000-8000 0.1 2020
Magnetic Confinement Fusion 100000-200000 3-10 2050
Magnetized Target Fusion 70000 20-50 2030
Inertial Confinement Fusion 600000 100 2070

Table 2: Journey times for round trips to outer Solar Sys-
tem destinations for controlled fusion propulsion for var-
ious values of specific power (assumed mass ratio 0.1)

Specific Power 0.01 0.1 1 10 100
Mars 2.0 0.8 0.35 0.19 -
Jupiter 7.2 3.8 1.5 0.59 0.29
Saturn 20 6.5 2.8 1.2 0.48
Uranus 40 15 5.1 2.5 0.88
Neptune 50+ 28 7 3.5 1.5
Pluto 100 30+ 9 4.5 2

Physical/Psychological Challenges

Physical

Going on from the estimated trip-times for future long-
duration manned missions, we are likely to be faced
with the challenge of meeting the physical require-
ments of human life for several years in an enclosed
environment away from the Earth. To keep masses to
a minimum, high levels of LSS closure will be neces-
sary. BR systems will typically fulfill more than one
LSS role, and this is one of the principle reasons why
BR LSS could provide higher levels of closure in the
long-term than PC systems. Whilst the possible lev-
els of closure for BR are thought to be higher than for
PC, BR LSS alone is unlikely to operate alone, and
in addition to biosphere creation, PC LSS is proba-
bly going to be an essential part of all future LSS.
It is difficult to guage the levels of closure and re-
liability (for a given mass and volume) that will be
achieved in the medium/long term. Of course these
will be functions of mission duration, distance from the
Earth (Sun), technology, acceptable astronaut work-
load, and other factors. There may be effective lower
limits in terms of available volume and energy that
could prevent effectively complete closure for manned

missions: furthermore the requirement for system re-
liability, failure tolerance and adequate safety margins
will place downward pressure on the degree of closure
that can be achieved - higher degrees of closure invari-
ably mean less margin for error. Beyond consumables,
other LSS elements will be required: in addition to the
use of exercise technology to maintain physical con-
dition, provision for the treatment of actual medical
problems must also be made. For deep-space missions,
this will range from the provision of dentristy equip-
ment through to surgical equipment, casts, presses and
bandages, invasive and non-invasive diagnostic equip-
ment, radiological equipment etc. as well as storage
of (or the ability to synthesise) the enormous range of
pharmaceutical compounds that would have to be car-
ried on-board to deal with everything from everyday
minor ailments through to mission-specific drugs such
as radioprotectants, and those for the treatment of seri-
ous ailments such as chemotherapeutics. It is not pos-
sible to meaningfully predict the masses and volumes
involved with the medical equipment involved in future
long-duration space missions, but it can be confidently
predicted that they will also be very considerable.
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Psychological

In addition to meeting the physiological requirements
of the crew, the LSS must also cater to their psychog-
ical requirements. The psychological impact of liv-
ing and working in space for an extended period of
time can essentially be broken down into three ma-
jor effects: impairment of cognitive performance and
perceptual-motor skills; maladaptive individual behav-
iour reactions; disturbance of interpersonal relation-
ships. Data from analogous environments suggests that
mental or behavioural illnesses resulting from the ex-
treme living conditions involved in spaceflight could
be a limiting factor for long-duration spaceflight [6].
For deep space, long-duration missions these problems
are likely to be compounded by the unprecedented
situation of travelling to another planet (or compara-
bly distant destination). Nevertheless, some conjec-
ture has been made under the HUMEX study [7], and
it does not make happy reading: motivational decline
and degradation of performance of skills required at
the destination due to a comparatively low workload
during transit; environmental and social monotony, ex-
treme boredom and lack-of-privacy issues leading to
interpersonal and intercultural friction. It is apparent
that long-duration travel away from the Earth may im-
pose unacceptable levels of psychological stress. This
can be mitigated by a range of psychological counter-
measures: screening and training; in-flight monitoring
and support; increasing the habitable pressurised vol-
ume; careful design of the vessel interior; increasing
crew size; simulating gravity; providing leisure facil-
ities and so forth. However, in every instance taking
these steps will result in a significant mass penalty.
There is in principle no problem with doing this pro-
vided the propulsion subsystem is still able to deliver
low journey times, but as the mass fraction of the mis-
sion degrades, this is increasingly likely not to be the
case. The result could be a longer mission duration and
a yet further increase on the life support requirement.
A vicious circle is entered.

The Promise of Human Hy-
pometabolism

For a well designed mission, complete automation dur-
ing transit periods is not an unreasonable goal. If this
were the case, the requirement for crew activity during
these periods would collapse to zero, introducing the

possibility of some form of hypometabolic stasis (HS).
Induction of a state similar to hibernation observed in
certain animals, with a concomitant reduction in phys-
ical and psychological requirements, would drastically
reduce the requirements imposed on the LSS in vir-
tually every area, and the remaining LSS functions
would also be severely reduced to match the very small
loads generated by the torpid astronauts. Hibernators
exist in every phylum, and the behavioural and physi-
ological mechanisms that animals use to hibernate are
as diverse as the animals themselves [8, 9, 10]. Be-
cause of their obvious physiological similarity to hu-
mans, only mammalian hibernation has been consid-
ered in this study. Several strategies have been consid-
ered:

• New set-point for body temperature regulation

• Depression of most metabolic and physiological
functions and structural and molecular adapta-
tion of cell and tissue components to maintain
homeostasis

• Differential gene expression and enzyme activ-
ity

• Recycling of some metabolic waste

• Preferential utilization of lipids as energy source

• Reduction of sensitivity to light:dark cycle and,
in the case of deep hibernators, lost of normal
cyrcadian rhythms

• Occurrence of periodic arousal probably to reset
organic functions.

In the near-term, the use of DADLE, an analogue
of the endogeneous opioid HITs used by hibernators to
induce a hypometabolic state, is being investigated by
Marco Biggiogera at University of Pavia. In general
terms induction, maintenance, control and termination
of hypometabolism should be performed at maximal
efficiency and minimal risk for the subject; therefore,
strategies, technologies and tools should be imple-
mented in order to ensure optimal hypometabolism and
prevention/mitigation of risks. In [11] the form and
control of the hibernaculum are considered, in terms of
choice of LSS technology, medical equipment for con-
tinuous monitoring of physiological parameters, and so
forth.
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System Level Impact

Integration of one or more hibernacula into the trans-
fer habitation module LSS have a number of impor-
tant consequences. The role of life support will be
split between the ship-wide LSS - which will now be
sized to accommodate the astronauts during their wak-
ing periods - and the LS function of the hibernaculum
designed to support a hibernating astronaut. Conse-
quently in order to obtain the benefit from hibernation,
the life support function of the hibernaculum should be
as localised as possible, whilst ship-wide LS should be
dormant to the largest extent possible, although some
elements of ship-wide life-support function are likely
to be maintained during stasis, such as pressurisation.
This arrangement will by necessity lead to what is es-
sentially a two-phase ship-wide LSS, and an increased
requirement for dynamic response of the LSS technol-
ogy used. LSS function will then have to mirror and
to some degree anticipate the physiological function
of the astronauts as stasis is entered and exited - the
required responsiveness of the ship-wide LSS would
rapidly increase if the hibernation strategy adopted in-
volved periodic arousal or provision for an astronaut
reaction to contingency events. This principal consid-
eration indicates PC systems would be most suitable
both for the hibernaculum and ship-wide LSS. Food
production (the principle advantage of a BR LSS) is
not a requirement for hibernating crew, and crew main-
tenance of food production would in any case be im-
possible. Biological systems would have trouble ac-
comodating the required load changes due to typically
slow response times.

The ability to place astronauts into a hy-
pometabolic state - with no or tolerable adverse effects
- would obviously have a potentially transformational
impact on the types of missions that could be con-
ducted. Furthermore, the HS could have very impor-
tant consequences for abort scenarios, and could form
a very important component of the overall abort strat-
egy. All the possible technical failures of the mission
leading to abort essentially result in the same situation
- a direct or indirect compromise of the LSS ability to
support the crew. The presence of a hibernation sys-
tem on board would substantially improve the abort
options available to the crew (figure 2(a)), as it would
obviously increase the time the crew could remain in
space, time being the critical factor in most abort sce-
narios. The use of the HS for mission abort scenarios
also has the important possibility to extend to those sit-

uations where crew members become ill. The presence
of a stasis system on board a mission could well be an
important component of the medical facilities available
to the crew.

HMM Case Study

As an indication of the wet-mass savings that could
be achieved using HS, a case study was performed us-
ing the HMM architecture developed by the Concur-
rent Design Facility at ESTEC. HS is certainly not
being considered within the context of this mission,
and indeed the author does not consider using HS in
a Mars mission to be appropriate. Rather this mission
was used because it was the most detailed design avail-
able and would therefore allow some indication of the
mass-savings that could be expected. The HMM was
resized to include HS - assuming torpor during transit
periods and also in parking orbit around Mars. This
essentially involved resizing the THM (other mission
elements such as the MEV and ERC were obviously
unchanged), and then resizing the propulsion stack to
reflect the changed THM mass. The THM mass was
reduced by approximately 42.5%, and this led to a re-
duction in the required propellant of 383 tonnes and a
very significant overall wet-mass reduction of 29.2%.
The change in dimensions of the HMM is shown in
figure 2(b).

Conclusions

Human hibernation remains a distant prospect, of the
order of decades away. However, the reasons for
considering human hibernation seriously beyond the
realms of science fiction, are, considered objectively,
compelling: when we consider the foreseeable likely
journey times to destinations within the solar system
(and associated psychological problems), human hi-
bernation can be considered as a potentiallyenabling
technology for manned missions throughout the solar
system. It can also have very positive operational ben-
efits, particularly as an extra tool for abort strategies,
and dual-use in a medical capacity. As such, in addi-
tion to the other terrestrial applications of human hiber-
nation such as organ preservation, it is seen as a worthy
subject for evaluation.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1: (a)Thrust/weight and exhaust velocity for different propulsion technologies, (b) Interplanetary distance
vs trip time for single-stage, round-trip and rendezvous missions in field-free space (assumed mass ratio 0.1)
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2: (a)general abort scenarios amenable to solution by a hibernation capability, (b) size comparison between
the original and HS HMM missions



Options for a Non-Dedicated Mission to Test the
Pioneer Anomaly

Andreas Rathke and Dario Izzo
Advanced Concepts Team, European Space Agency, ESTEC, Keplerlaan 1, 2201 AZ Noordwijk, The Netherlands.

Abstract

The Doppler-tracking data of the Pioneer 10 and 11 spacecraft show an unmodelled constant acceleration in the
direction of the inner Solar System. Serious efforts have been undertaken to find a conventional explanation for
this effect, all without success at the time of writing. Hence the effect, commonly dubbed the Pioneer anomaly,
is attracting considerable attention. We discuss strategies for an experimental verification of the anomaly via a
space mission. Emphasis is put on the two most plausible scenarios: non-dedicated concepts employing either a
planetary exploration mission to the outer Solar System or a piggybacked micro-satellite to be launched from a
mother spacecraft travelling to Saturn or Jupiter. The study analyses the impact of a Pioneer anomaly test on the
system and trajectory design for these two paradigms. It is found that both paradigms are capable of verifying
and characterising the Pioneer anomaly by a suitable adaption of the system design and introducing some minor
mission analysis modifications without hampering the planetary exploration goals of the missions.

Nomenclature

AS/C crossectional area of the spacecraft,
m2

a� acceleration due to solar radiation
pressure, m/s2

aH Hubble acceleration, m/s2

c speed of light, m/s

~eA unit vector normal to the areaA

~e� unit vector pointing towards Sun

F force, N

g0 gravitational acceleration at the
Earth’s surface, m/s2

I moment of inertia, kg m2

Isp specific impulse, sec

k Boltzmann constant, J/K

Mα total mass ofα-particles produced by
radioactive decay, kg

MS/C spacecraft wet mass, kg

H0 Hubble constant, km/s/Mpar

Pa asymmetrically radiated power, W

Ptot total radiated power, W

P� Solar radiation constant W/m2

R universal gas constant, J/kg/oK

r heliocentric distance, m

r⊕ mean radius of Earth orbit, m

rp radius of pericentre, km

s geocentric distance of spacecraft, km

9
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s∗ deviation from nominal spacecraft
trajectory, km

T temperature,oK

Ttank temperature of fuel in tank,oK

Ts stagnation temperature,oK

T0 temperature at nominal emissivity,
oK

t time, sec

te time of departure at Earth, MJD

tp time of arrival/swingby at planet,
MJD

t⊕ orbital period of the Earth, sec

VP heliocentric velocity of planet,
km/sec

vin inbound asymptotic velocity, km/sec

vout outbound asymptotic velocity,
km/sec

vα velocity ofα-particles, m/sec

v⊕ mean heliocentric velocity of the
Earth, km/s

α⊕ longitude in geocentric ecliptic coor-
dinate system, rad

α∗ deviation from nominal geocentric
azimuth angle, rad

β angle between Earth–spacecraft di-
rection and direction of anomaly, rad

β� angle between Sun–spacecraft direc-
tion and direction of anomaly, rad

β⊕ Earth–spacecraft–Sun angle, rad

γ flight angle, rad

∆a systematic uncertainty of accelera-
tion a, m/s2

∆s systematic uncertainty on the geocen-
tric distances, km

∆v systematic uncertainty on the velocity
v, km/s

∆M mass of expelled propellant, kg

∆V velocity increment, km/s

∆ε change of emissivity per angle

∆εmax maximal change of emissivity

∆µ� change of the effective reduced Solar
mass, km3/s2

ε0 nominal emissivity per angle

η specular reflectivity

θ angle enclosed by~eA and~e�, rad

κ adiabatic exponent

µP reduced mass of planet, km3/s2

µ� reduced solar mass, km3/s2

ρ true heliocentric distance, km

ψ azimuth angle of cylinder coordi-
nates, rad

φ mean anomaly of Earth orbit, rad

σ standard deviation

ω rotational velocity of spacecraft, rad/s

Superscripts

∗ anomalous

Subscripts

track error introduced by the tracking
method

0 at timet = 0, i. e. beginning of mea-
surement

‖ parallel to Earth–spacecraft vector

⊥ orthogonal to Earth–spacecraft vector

� solar

⊕ Earth/terrestrial

Introduction

In April 2004 the European Space Agency (ESA) in-
vited the scientific community to participate in a Call
for Themes for Cosmic Vision 2015-2025, to assist in
developing the future plans of the Cosmic Vision pro-
gramme of the ESA Directorate of Science. Among
the 32 proposals received in the field of Fundamental
Physics, were five proposing a space experiment to in-
vestigate the so-called Pioneer anomaly, i. e. an anom-
alous acceleration measured on the Pioneer 10 and 11
trajectories. In its recommendation for the Cosmic Vi-
sion programme, the Fundamental Physics Advisory
Group (FPAG) of ESA considered these proposals as
interesting for further investigation.[1] In view of the
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controversial discussion still surrounding the effect,
and its high potential relevance for our understand-
ing of the laws of physics, the FPAG recommended
that ESA study the possibility to investigate the pu-
tative anomaly on board a non-dedicated exploration
mission.

Motivated by this important discussion we provide
a preliminary assessment of the capabilities of mis-
sions to the outer Solar System to investigate the Pi-
oneer anomaly. We identify two classes of mission
that could well represent a future exploration mission.
The first class is that of low-mass low-thrust orbiter
missions to the outer planets. The second class is
that of a heavy, nuclear-reactor powered spacecraft, as
proposed by NASA’s Prometheus Programme, to ex-
plore the giant planets. Within these two paradigms
we analyse missions to all planets from Jupiter outward
and consider to what extent a verification and charac-
terisation of the Pioneer anomaly is possible.

The Pioneer anomaly

In 1974 the Pioneer 10 orbit changed to a hyperbolic
escape trajectory by a Jupiter gravity assist. In the he-
liocentric J2000 reference frame the ascending node of
the asymptote was (and has since remained)−3.4 deg;
the inclination of the orbit is26.2 deg. In 1980, Pioneer
11 conducted its Saturn swingby and went on a hyper-
bolic trajectory with an asymptotic ascending node of
35.6 deg and an inclination of9.5 deg. The orbit de-
termination for both craft relied entirely on Doppler
tracking. Already before the Jupiter swingby, the orbit
reconstruction for Pioneer 10 indicated an unmodelled
deceleration of the order of10−9 m/s2 as first reported
by Null.[2] This effect was, at that time, attributed to
on-board generated systematics (i.e. unmodelled be-
haviours of the spacecraft systems), in particular to fuel
leaks. However an unmodelled deceleration remained
also during the hyperbolic coast, although the num-
ber of attitude control manoeuvres was reduced to ap-
proximately one every 5 months. Hence fuel leakage,
triggered by thruster activity, could no longer be con-
sidered as an explanation. Even more surprising, the
Doppler tracking of Pioneer 11 also shows an unmod-
elled deceleration of a similar magnitude. The anom-
aly on both probes has been subject to three indepen-
dent analyses that used different orbit determination
programs.[3, 4, 5] The conclusion of all these inves-
tigations was that an anomalous Doppler blue shift is

present in the tracking data of both craft, and that the
magnitude of the blue shift is approximately1.1×10−8

Hz, corresponding to an apparent deceleration of the
spacecraft of approximately8 × 10−10 m/s2. It is
worth emphasising that from the Doppler data alone
it is not possible to distinguish between an anomalous
frequency shift of the radio signal — in conventional
terms this could also indicate a drift of the Deep Space
Network clocks — and a real deceleration of the space-
craft. The observational data and the subsequent analy-
sis are described in detail in the work of Anderson et
al.[4] and Markwardt.[5] The results of these differ-
ent analyses show a discrepancy at a level of approxi-
mately 5% of the inferred deceleration. Unfortunately,
none of the analyses performed made use of the entire
data set available.

The quality of the data is best judged from the
plot of the Pioneer 10 anomalous acceleration as de-
termined by the CHASMP software (developed by the
Aerospace Corporation) and reported by Anderson.[4]
While it is quite obvious that the data show the exis-
tence of an anomalous acceleration it is also obvious
that the variation of the measured anomaly due to sys-
tematics is too big to evaluate the first derivative of the
anomaly.

Systematics?

Many attempts[6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14] have been
made to interpret the anomaly as an effect of on-board
systematics ranging from fuel leakage to aa radiating
from the spacecraft. In the work of Anderson et al.[4]
it is concluded that none of the effects considered is
likely to have caused the anomaly. They argue that a
heat-generated anomaly would be mainly due to the
RTG’s heat, and that this can be excluded because the
heat decay from the Plutonium half-life of 87.7 years,
would have shown up as a decrease of the decelera-
tion in the longest analysed data interval for Pioneer
10, ranging from January 1987 to July 1998. They
proceed to note that gas leaks can also be excluded as
the cause of the anomalous deceleration, under the sole
assumption that the amount of fuel leakage is uncorre-
lated between the two craft. Hence gas leaks seem to
be an unlikely reason for the anomaly, in view of the
fact that the same leak would have to have occurred on
both Pioneer 10 and 11. However, since both space-
craft design are identical, this can ultimately not be
excluded. Unfortunately, the conclusions of the var-
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ious studies quoted are far from unanimous. At the
current stage of investigation it is not even clear if one
should attribute the anomaly to a conventional effect
or consider explanations rooted in new physical phe-
nomena. A complete examination of the full archive of
Doppler data is certainly needed. Nevertheless, even
with this enhanced knowledge it seems highly doubt-
ful that the issue can be decided, since there exist con-
siderable uncertainties in the modelling of forces gen-
erated on board Pioneer 10 and 11. In view of the ne-
cessity for an improved evaluation of the Doppler data,
the authors feel obliged to express their unease about
the discrepancies between the results obtained with the
different orbit determination programs. In particular it
is noteworthy that the disagreement between the three
analyses is bigger that their nominal errors.

New physics?

Although the Pioneer anomaly is an effect at the bor-
der of what is detectable with radiometric tracking
of a deep-space probe, it is huge in physical terms.
The anomaly exceeds by five orders of magnitude the
corrections to Newtonian motion predicted by gen-
eral relativity (at 50 AU solar distance). Hence, if
the effect is not due to systematics, it would have
a considerable impact on our models of fundamen-
tal forces, regardless of whether the anomaly was due
to a deceleration of the spacecraft or a blue shift of
the radio signal. One of the obstacles to attempt-
ing an explanation of the Pioneer anomaly in terms
of new physics is that a modification of gravitation,
large enough to explain the Pioneer anomaly, is in
obvious contradiction to the planetary ephemerides.
This becomes particularly clear if one considers the
orbit of Neptune. At 30 AU, the Pioneer anomaly is
visible in the Doppler data of both Pioneer 10 and
11. The influence of an additional radial accelera-
tion of 8 × 10−10m/s2 on Neptune is conveniently
parameterised in a change of effective reduced solar
mass,µ�, felt on the planet.[15] The resulting value,
∆µ� = 1.4 × 10−4 µ�, is nearly two orders of mag-
nitude beyond the current observational constraint[16]
of ∆µ� = −1.9 ± 1.8 × 10−6 µ�. Similarly, Pi-
oneer 11 data contradict the Uranus ephemerides by
more than one order of magnitude. Thus, the Pioneer
anomaly can hardly be ascribed to a gravitational force,
as this would indicate a considerable violation of the

weak equivalence principle. In particular, planetary
constraints rule out an explanation in terms of a long-
range Yukawa force.[4, 17] Other, more subtle, expla-
nations are to be attempted. Already in the first paper
discussing the Pioneer anomaly it was noted that the
magnitude of the effect coincides with the Hubble ac-
celeration and with the so-called MOND parameter.[3]
Subsequently there have been several attempts to asso-
ciate the Pioneer anomaly both with the cosmic expan-
sion and with the MOND model.

The Hubble accelerationaH is formed by con-
verting the Hubble expansion rateH0,[18] to an ac-
celeration by multiplying it by the speed of lightc,1:
aH ≡ cH0 = (6.9±0.7)×1010m/s2. Attempts to con-
nect the Pioneer anomaly with the cosmic expansion
consider both possibilities, that the Pioneer anomaly
only affects light propagation,[19, 20] or that it causes
a real deceleration of the spacecraft.[21, 22] However,
the predominant opinion, starting with the work of Ein-
stein and Straus,[23] is that cosmic dynamic has far too
little influence to be visible in any physical processes
in the Solar System. The case has recently been re-
viewed, confirming the common opinion.[24] Other
problems with this approach are the apparent violation
of the weak equivalence principle associated with the
Pioneer anomaly, and the opposite signs of the cosmic
expansion and of the Pioneer anomaly.

Modified Newtonian Dynamic (MOND) is a long-
distance modification of Newtonian gravity that suc-
cessfully explains the dynamics on galactic scales
without invoking dark matter[25] (see Sanders et
al.[26] for a review). The MOND parameter,(1.2 ±
.3)×10−10m/s2, gives the acceleration scale at which
the gravitational force changes from the Newtonian
law to the MOND law, which predicts stronger grav-
itational attraction. While MOND is consistent and
successful as a non-relativistic theory, its relativistic
generalisations remain unsatisfactory because they re-
quire a fixed background structure or even have acausal
features.[27] The Pioneer anomaly can be connected
with MOND if one assumes that the transition between
the Newtonian and MOND regimes can be approxi-
mated by a Taylor series around the Newtonian poten-
tial and that the MOND parameter sets the magnitude
of the first term in this Taylor expansion.[27] Similarly
the flatness of galactic rotation curves and the Pioneer
anomaly could be connected in a gravitational theory

1The Hubble acceleration is by no means an artificial construct but is related to actual observables. For instance it describes the lowest order
correction from the cosmic expansion to the length of light-rays from a past event to a present-day observerd = c ∆t + aH

2
(∆t)2.
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based on a non-symmetric metric.[28]
In order to circumvent the constraints from plan-

etary ephemerides, momentum dependent “nonlocal”
modifications of general relativity have also been
considered.[29, 30] Whereas the original idea is rather
vague, a more elaborate model[30] faces several se-
vere problems. Jaekel and Reynaud[17] introduced
two different momentum-dependent gravitational con-
stants for the trace and the conformal sector of the
Einstein equations. Such running couplings lead to a
violation of the Bianchi identities unless one resorts
to a non-local reformulation of the Einstein-Hilbert
action.[31, 32] Even then causality of the resulting
physical laws needs careful consideration. Even worse,
this modification results in an unstable dipole-ghost
(cf. Smilga[33]). It seems hard to conceive that the
combination of instability and fine-tuning between the
scalar and conformal sectors can result in a viable
model.

There are several other works pursuing even more
unusual lines of explanation. The reader is referred to
the papers by Anderson et al.[4] and by Bertolami and
Paramos[34] for reviews of some of the proposed ex-
planations of the Pioneer anomaly that rely on more
exotic physics.

Other spacecraft

It stands to reason that if the anomaly detected in the
tracking data of the Pioneers was due to some unknown
fundamental physical phenomena, the same anomaly
effect should be observed in the data from other mis-
sions. This issue has already been analysed for the
Voyager spacecraft and for Galileo and Ulysses.[4]
The basic conclusion is that the 3-axis stabilisation sys-
tem of the Voyager probes performs so many attitude-
control manoeuvres that it is impossible to detect the
anomalous acceleration on these spacecraft. The case
is similar for Galileo and Ulysses, where the large sys-
tematic errors due to solar radiation pressure and to
malfunctions of part of the attitude control systems
prohibit any reliable result. Also the Cassini tracking
does not yield results of the necessary precision, as the
spacecraft is 3-axis stabilised and the mounting of the
RTGs causes a large acceleration bias.[35]

ESA’s Rosetta mission[36] to the comet
Churymov-Gerasimenko would seem to be a good can-
didate for verifying the Pioneer anomaly. However, the
Rosetta trajectory has a long elliptical coast arc from
July 2011 to January 2014, during which the distance

from the Sun will increase from 4.5 to 5.4 AU. During
the coast arc, the Rosetta craft will enter a so-called
hibernation mode, during which the power generated
by the solar arrays drops below a certain value. In
this mode the spacecraft will be spin-stabilised with
a rotational velocity of approximately 1 rpm. Most
on-board instruments, including the attitude control
and radio transmission system, will be switched-off.
Unfortunately, during the hibernation no tracking can
be performed, hence the presence of a force can only
be inferred from the trajectory evolution between the
entry and exit of hibernation. The large68 m2 so-
lar arrays on the craft will cause an acceleration bias
of approximately10−8 m/s2, one order of magnitude
larger than the Pioneer anomaly. As the orientation
of the solar arrays during the hibernation phase is not
actively maintained, a large uncertainty in the solar ra-
diation force on the spacecraft will result. Hence a test
of the Pioneer anomaly with Rosetta is not possible.

Closer to the class of exploration missions dis-
cussed in this work, is NASA’s New Horizons
mission.[37] The destination of this mission is Pluto
and the launch is scheduled for 2006. During most of
the journey the spacecraft will be in a spin-stabilised
mode with little on-board activity, similar to that of
Rosetta. In contrast to Rosetta this mode is not re-
quired by power constraints and was mainly chosen
to increase component lifetime and reduce operation
costs. Hence an enhanced tracking of the mission for
a test of the Pioneer anomaly would be possible. Cur-
rently no such activity is foreseen. Unfortunately, the
system design of the mission is far from ideal for a test
of the Pioneer anomaly because the RTG is directly at-
tached to the spacecraft bus. This design will lead to a
considerable backscattering of RTG heat from the back
of the antenna causing an acceleration bias along the
spin axis of the spacecraft. Without a purpose-made
high-accuracy thermal model and an active monitoring
of possible degradation of the surface properties of the
RTG and the back of the antenna this effect will be very
difficult to discriminate from a putative anomaly (we
later discuss this problem for the general case). Hence
a test of the Pioneer anomaly with the current design
of the New Horizons spacecraft would fail.
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Non-dedicated mission concepts

The capabilities of exploration missions

Exploration missions to the outer Solar System offer
an opportunity to test the Pioneer anomaly. Missions
to Uranus, Neptune or Pluto would most naturally fea-
ture, at a certain point, a Jupiter gravity assist followed
by a hyperbolic coast arc. This coast phase lends it-
self to precision tracking of the spacecraft trajectory
which can be analysed to detect anomalous acceler-
ations. The major design drivers for such a mission
would, however, be the planetary exploration goals.
Hence a design such as the symmetric spacecraft de-
scribed by Anderson et al.[38] would be excluded be-
cause of payload requirements and the need to accom-
modate a propulsion module capable of achieving a
capture into the orbit of the outer planet. The use of
a special experimental payload able to test the Pioneer
anomaly test would most probably also be excluded
because of mass constraints. However, even under
these conditions, verification of the Pioneer anomaly
is still attainable. Although additional requirements on
the spacecraft design are imposed, these requirements
can be fulfilled with no additional mass, little-to-no im-
pact on the other observational programme of the satel-
lite, and no additional risks.

We will first consider a class of low-mass, low-
thrust missions inspired by the study of a Pluto orbiter
probe, POP,[39, 40] and demonstrate the feasibility of
a Pioneer anomaly test on such a mission.

We then consider large spacecraft with electric
propulsion powered by nuclear reactors such as those
sometimes envisaged to explore the moons of the giant
planets Jupiter and Saturn. One such spacecraft was
until recently considered by NASA under the name
of Jupiter Icy Moons Orbiter, JIMO. While the large
amount of heat radiated from the nuclear reactor on
the craft would prohibit a test of the Pioneer anom-
aly on the main spacecraft, this class of missions could
accommodate a small daughter spacecraft of less than
200 kg mass (Compared with the 1500 kg of payload
envisaged for JIMO). This spacecraft could then be
jettisoned during the approach of the mother-craft to
the target planet, and could use the planet for a pow-
ered gravity-assist to achieve a ballistic hyperbolic tra-
jectory. The Pioneer anomaly test would then be per-
formed by the daughter craft.

The POP spacecraft

Pluto Orbiter Probe (POP) is an advanced space-
craft designed within the Advanced Concepts Team of
ESA,[39, 40, 41, 42] that is able to put a 20 kg pay-
load into a low-altitude Pluto orbit. The preliminary
design has a dry mass of 516 kg and a wet mass of
837 kg. The spacecraft is powered by four RTGs. The
original mission profile envisages a launch in 2016 and
arrival at Pluto after 18 years of travel time, including
a Jupiter gravity assist in 2018. A suitable launch ve-
hicle would be an Ariane 5 Initiative 2010. The pre-
liminary design of POP consists of a cylindrical main
structure, of 1.85 m length and 1.2 m diameter. The
2.5 m diameter Ka-band antenna is mounted on one
end of the main structure . The four general purpose
heat source (GPHS) RTGs are placed at the other end
of the main structure, inclined45 deg to the symmetry
axis of the craft. The 4 QinetiQ T5 main engines are as
well placed at this end of the main structure. Next to
the main engines in the main structure is the propellant
tank accommodating 270 kg of Xenon propellant. POP
is a good example of what an advanced spacecraft to
the outer Solar System may look like and we therefore
take it as a paradigm for this kind of mission. Table 1
gives the key figures relevant for our reasoning.

The Piggyback Spacecraft

In the framework of NASA’s Prometheus Program,
JIMO was proposed by NASA as the first mission
to demonstrate the capabilities of electric propulsion
powered by a nuclear reactor. The mission, recently
cancelled in view of the new recent NASA priorities,
is still a plausible architecture for other future explo-
ration mission. Due to its high payload capabilities, a
JIMO type of mission could carry a small spacecraft
to test the Pioneer anomaly. The spacecraft would be
jettisoned at some point on the trajectory, and put into
hyperbolic heliocentric trajectory via a planetary grav-
ity assist. This would allow the spacecraft to perform
a Pioneer anomaly test after its swingby.

A possible baseline design for the piggyback
spacecraft, resulting from the design-driver of reduc-
ing on-board generated systematics, could be that of
a spin-stabilised craft. It would use ion thrusters
(e. g. hollow cathode thrusters) for attitude-control, and
carry only a minimal scientific payload. Since only a
small data rate would be required, a 1.5 m high-gain
antenna would be sufficient even in the outer Solar
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System. The required 80 W of power to operate the
payload, the communication subsystem and the AOCS
(Attitude and On board Control System) would be pro-
vided by two RTGs weighing 12.5 kg each. Heat pipes
from the RTGs to the main structure of the spacecraft
would be used for thermal control. A preliminary mass
estimate can be based on the results of ESA’s study of
an Interstellar Heliopause Probe,[43] which has a sim-
ilar baseline. The result yields a mass of 150 kg. In
addition, a chemical propulsion module would be nec-
essary to provide a moderate∆V before and during the
swingby. This propulsion stage would be jettisoned af-
ter the swingby, to eliminate the danger that leakage of
residual fuel from the module might spoil the Pioneer
anomaly test. The dry mass of the module is estimated
to be 16 kg. A detailed design is beyond the scope of
this article. We apply a 20% mass margin and a 20%
margin on the required power. Accelerations due to on-
board generated systematic errors are inversely propor-
tional to the mass of the spacecraft. Hence for the cal-
culation of the error budget, the conservative estimate
will arise from assuming the lower mass for the space-
craft but the higher power consumption. The relevant
parameters considered for the piggyback spacecraft are
summarised in Table 1.

Spacecraft design

It is possible to considerably reduce the on-board gen-
erated systematics by adopting, at the early design
phase, some spacecraft design expedients that do not
spoil the planetary-science mission objectives. We re-
view various possible sources of systematics and dis-
cuss how to reduce them to an acceptable level by a
careful system design.

Thrust history uncertainties

A precise knowledge of the thrust history of the space-
craft is necessary if we want to be able to see small
forces acting on the spacecraft.[44]. However the
thrust level of chemical or cold-gas control thrusters
varies considerably from firing to firing. On top of this,
the firing of a thruster is usually followed by a consid-
erable “non-propulsive” outflow of propellant, which
generates accelerations easily exceeding the magnitude
of the Pioneer anomalous acceleration (see Anderson
et al.[4]). A more precise thrust history becomes avail-
able if ion engines are used for the control of the space-

craft. In addition, electric-propulsion systems generate
considerably smaller forces than non-propulsive fuel
outflow (see below).

The thrust history could be controlled very pre-
cisely also if field effect emission thrusters (FEEPs)
could be used for attitude control. These offer fine
regulation of the thrust level and have practically no
residual fuel outflow after the thruster is switched off.
For the POP scenario this choice is however prohib-
ited by the thrust requirement on the attitude control
during the swingby manoeuvre and in-orbit at the fi-
nal destination. For the piggyback paradigm, FEEPs
would generate sufficient thrust during the measure-
ment coast, but they would hardly suffice to provide
attitude control during the powered swingby. Hence
FEEPs can only be employed if the propulsion mod-
ule for the swingby provides its own, more powerful,
attitude actuation system, which would add a further
mass penalty to the mission. A more efficient solu-
tion is to reduce the number of attitude control ma-
noeuvres. This is achieved by spin stabilisation of the
satellite. For the piggyback paradigm this poses no
problems, and it is convenient to choose a relatively
high rotational velocity in order to guarantee the high-
est possible stability against disturbances. For the POP
paradigm, spin stabilisation seems to be in contradic-
tion to the requirements of planetary science, as the
instruments for the latter require high pointing accu-
racy, pointing stability and slew rate capabilities are
not provided by a spin-stabilised spacecraft. In reality
the requirements of a Pioneer-anomaly test and plan-
etary science are not in contradiction as the different
objectives have to be fulfilled in different parts of the
mission. Hence the spacecraft can be in spin stabilised
mode during the coast phase, which will be used for the
search for new forces, and change to 3-axis stabilised
mode when approaching its final destination. Also, for
any gravity assist, 3-axis stabilised control is desirable
as it allows for a more precise control of the nominal
swingby trajectory. The spin-up before and spin-down
after the coast, in which the anomaly is tested, will be
performed in deep space, where few external distur-
bances act on the spacecraft. Hence the spin-up and
spin-down can be conducted over a long time span and
will only consume a negligible amount of propellant
(see Izzo et al.[42]). Furthermore no additional attitude
acquisition hardware will be necessary. Thanks to the
low disturbance level in deep space, the rotational ve-
locity of the satellite can be very low,∼ 0.01 rpm, and
the star trackers for the 3-axis stabilised mode would
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Table 1: Overview of relevant spacecraft data for the two mission
paradigms

POP piggyback
wet mass during coast/ kg 750 150
electric power/ W 1000 100
RTG heat/ W 10000 1000
maximal radio-transmission power/W 50 10
antenna diameter/m 2.5 1.5

still be sufficient for attitude acquisition. Indeed, the
coast in spin-stabilised mode might even save mass,
because it reduces the operating time of the momen-
tum/reaction wheels or gyros, and hence reduces the
required level of redundancy.

One might also envisage that the spin of the space-
craft has an influence on the magnitude of the anom-
alous force (Refs. [12, 13, 14] for an unsuccessful at-
tempt, which tried to locate the origin of the anom-
aly in the rotation of the Pioneer probes). Such a
dependence may be reasonably excluded. The rota-
tional speed of the Pioneer 10 spacecraft was 4.5 rpm
to 4.2 rpm; the one of Pioneer 11 was about 7.3 rpm
to 7.2 rpm. Assuming a power-law dependence of the
anomalous accelerationa on the rotational velocities
of the craftsω, a = constωx , the exponent being con-
strained by the error margin of the anomalous acceler-
ation to|x| < 0.7 . Thus, in particular, a linear depen-
dence of the anomalous acceleration on the rotational
velocity, and a linear dependence of the anomalous ac-
celeration on the rotational energy of the spacecraft,
Erot = Iω2/2 with I being the moment of inertia along
the spin axis, is ruled out. Hence, a dependence of the
anomaly on the rotational parameters of the spacecraft
seems rather unlikely and in the following no require-
ments on the rotational velocity will be considered.

Fuel leaks and out-gassing

A fuel leak from the attitude control system presents
one of the best candidates for a conventional explana-
tion of the Pioneer anomaly. Unfortunately, even in a
new mission, it would be difficult to entirely eliminate
the possibility of fuel leaks caused by a malfunctioning
valve. The forceF generated by a mass flow rateṁ is

given by (see Longuski and K̈onig[44]):

F = ṁ

√
2RTs

(
1 + κ

κ

)
.

For chemical propellant systems the stagnation pres-
sure corresponds to the temperature in the tankTs =
Ttank . Requiring that the maximal additional acceler-
ation generated by propellant leakage should not ex-
ceed10−11 m/s2 (i.e. two orders of magnitude less
than the anomaly), then the maximally allowed forces
are F . 7.5 × 10−9 N for the POP scenario and
F . 1×10−9 N for the piggyback spacecraft. The cor-
responding mass-flow rates allowed would therefore be
less than 5 g/year, assuming realistic tank temperatures
higher than 100K. This requirement is far too demand-
ing for a typical chemical attitude control system (see
Longuski and K̈onig[44]).

The problem of fuel leakage becomes more man-
ageable for electric propulsion systems, which do not
rely on high tank pressures to generate additional
thrust. The propellant gas passes from the high-
pressure tank at∼ 150 bar and∼ 300 K, through a
central pressure regulator, before it is distributed to the
engines at low pressure,∼ 2 bar. A redundant layout of
the pressure regulator would thus considerably reduce
the risk of leakage through a valve failure. The inter-
nal leakage rate of a central pressure regulator in an
electric engine piping is typically (assuming Xenon as
a fuel without loss of generality)∼ 10−8 lbar/s (typ-
ical units are liters times bar per second), and the ex-
ternal leakage is approximately10−12 lbar/s. From
these numbers it is clear that while external leakage is
sufficiently under control for the purpose of a Pioneer
anomaly test, it is desirable to further reduce internal
leakage. This can be achieved by placing a small reser-
voir with a low-pressure valve after the central regula-
tor. For the low pressure valve an even smaller inter-
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nal leakage is attainable, while the reservoir accom-
modates the gas leaking through the regulator until the
next thruster firing, so that pressure build-up before the
low-pressure valve stays within its operational range.
Hence, the use of electric propulsion as an attitude con-
trol system alleviates the problem of fuel leaks, and
one of the major candidates of systematics on the Pio-
neer probes can be eliminated, allowing us to assume
∆aleak = 10−11 m/s2 for both mission concepts under
consideration.

Outgassing from the main structure of the space-
craft will in general not play a big role in the error
budget. This is mainly due to the fact that the probe
will already have traveled for a considerable time be-
fore the test of the Pioneer anomaly will be performed.
Nearly all outgassing will have taken place when the
probe was closer to the Sun. A more important source
of outgassing could however be the RTGs of the space-
craft. In general theα-decay reaction in RTGs pro-
duces helium, which will evaporate from the space-
craft. The decay of 1 kg of238Pu produces approx-
imately 4.2 × 10−12 kg/s of helium. Assuming an
efficiency of 40 W/kg for the generation of electri-
cal power (e. g. 38.3 W/kg for the GPHS RTG used
on Cassini), we obtain a helium flow rate per gen-
erated watt of electric power ofṀα/P = 1.1 ×
10−13 kg/Ws. Furthermore it is reasonable to assume
that the helium has reached thermal equilibrium before
it flows out of the RTGs.2 Then its average velocity
is given byvα =

√
3kT/mα, wherek is Boltzmann’s

constant,mα is the mass of a helium atom and the tem-
perature of the RTG will typically be aboutT = 500 K.
Hence the out-stream velocity of the helium will be
vα = 1.7 × 103 m/s. Assuming that all helium flows
out unidirectionally, and taking into account the values
given in Table 1, we may work out the magnitude of the
acceleration for the two spacecraft designs. In particu-
lar for missions that have a nuclear electric propulsion
system, the expulsion of helium can make an impor-
tant contribution, and its recoil effect on the spacecraft
needs to be taken into consideration. This is done most
easily by placing the pressure relief valves of the RTGs
in such a way that no net force results along the space-
craft’s spin-axis. We assume that the uncertainty in
the acceleration due to helium outgassing can be con-
strained to2% of its worst case value, which corre-
sponds to a placement of the valve perpendicular to the
spin axis with a precision of1 deg. For the planetary

exploration missions this results into an uncertainty of
∼ 4.2 × 10−12m/s2 and for the piggyback concepts
we find an uncertainty of∼ 2.1× 10−12m/s2.

Heat

Heat is produced and radiated from the spacecraft at
various points. The dispersion of heat, necessary to
maintain the thermal equilibrium in the spacecraft,
produces a net force on the spacecraft, whose mag-
nitude per Watt of non isotropically radiated heat is
3× 10−9 N.

The heat generated in the main structure of the
spacecraft will in general be of the order of a few
100 W. Assuming the above advocated spin stabilisa-
tion of the craft, the thermal radiation perpendicular
to the spin axis of the satellite will average out over
one rotation. Hence the radial component of thermal
radiation does not contribute to the error budget for
the measurement of a putative near-constant, i. e. very
low-frequency, acceleration. By placing the radiators
so that the heat they dissipate does not produce a net
force along the spacecraft axis, the contribution of the
radiation force of heat can be reduced to a few Watts.
Note that the avoidance of reflections is much supe-
rior to the precision modelling of the thermal radiation
characteristics of the spacecraft because the effect of
surface deterioration during the journey is difficult to
model. Thus the avoidance of reflections by restricting
the opening angle of radiators is mandatory for a pre-
cision test of the Pioneer anomaly. The radiation from
other surfaces of the spacecraft can be monitored to
some extent by measurements of the surface tempera-
ture. This option is discussed below for the case of the
RTGs. We will therefore assume as a spacecraft de-
sign requirement that radiators are positioned in such a
way as to reduce the total force due to the radiated heat
along the spacecraft spin axis to a fraction of the Pio-
neer anomaly. We will set∆abus = 1× 10−11 m/s2.

By far the bigger source of thermal radiation are
the RTGs, necessary to power the spacecraft systems.
In particular if one chooses an electrical propulsion
system, the thermal heat to be dissipated from the
RTGs may easily reach 10 kW for the exploration
paradigm.[39] In principle an anomaly caused by RTG
heat can be distinguished from other sources because it
will exponentially decay with the 87 years of half-life
of the plutonium, which would result in a change of ap-

2Actually, the helium plays an important role for thermal conduction in the RTG. We are grateful to M. M. Nieto for this information.
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proximately 8% in 10 years. In the case of the Pioneer
spacecraft however, the disturbances by attitude con-
trol manoeuvres were so large that no reliable determi-
nation of a possible slope of the anomaly could be per-
formed. For a new mission, in which gas leaks are well
under control, a reliable measurement should however
be possible. Nevertheless it is desirable to have an in-
dependent upper limit on the effect of RTG heat so that
a reliable estimate can be given of this effect for each
interval between attitude-control manoeuvres.

Hence it is preferable to reduce forces due to non-
isotropic heat-emission from the RTG to the level of a
fraction of the expected anomaly. To accomplish this,
RTG heat must be dissipated fore–aft symmetrically,
and reflections from the spacecraft should be avoided.
This may be simply achieved by putting the RTGs on
long booms or reducing their view factor towards other
components of the spacecraft by a more intricate de-
sign. In combination with a detailed model of the radi-
ation characteristics, this reduces any unmodelled di-
rectional heat radiation resulting from asymmetry to
affordable values.

More troublesome is the effect of possible mater-
ial degradation on the radiation characteristics of the
RTGs. During a typical mission, the antenna-facing
side of the RTGs will be exposed to solar radiation al-
most permanently, whereas the other side of the RTGs
lies in shadow for nearly all of the mission. Hence one
can expect a very asymmetric degradation of the emis-
sivity and absorptance of the RTGs. Whereas it would
be difficult to detect which part of the RTGs surface de-
grades faster – most likely it would be the sun-facing
side – one can monitor the overall degradation of the
emissivityε of the RTG by monitoring its temperature
T at selected points.

To demonstrate this we consider a simplified model
of a cylindrical RTG, with the cylinder axis perpen-
dicular to the spacecraft–Sun direction. Furthermore
we assume perfect thermal conductivity of the RTG
so that all of its surface is at the same temperature.
We first derive a relation between the temperature and
the emissivity change and then a relationship between
the resulting change in acceleration and the emissivity
change. We then show how under certain assumptions
temperature and acceleration can also be directly re-
lated.

The azimuth angleψ of the cylinder is measured
from the Sun-pointing direction. Using the Stefan-
Boltzmann law, the relation between the total radi-
ated power,Ptot, the emissivity per angleε(ψ) =

ε0 + ∆ε(ψ) and the temperature of the RTG is given
by

Ptot =
const. T 4

2πε0

∫ 2π

0

[ε0 + ∆ε(ψ)]dψ .

Since the thermal power produced by the RTG is well
known from the amount of plutonium in it, the temper-
ature of the RTG is directly related to change of emis-
sivity ∆ε. Indicating withT0 the temperature of the
RTG when∆ε(ψ) = 0, we have:

T = T0

(
2πε0

2πε0 +
∫ 2π

0
∆ε(ψ)dψ

)1/4

.

On the other hand the power per angle is related to the
total radiated power by

P (ψ) = Ptot
ε0 + ∆ε(ψ)∫

[ε0 + ∆ε(ψ)] dψ
. (2)

The effective asymmetric power radiated along the
spin axis of the craft is given by

Pa =
∫ 2π

0

P (ψ) cos(ψ) dψ . (3)

Inserting Eq. (2) into Eq. (3) and expressing the ac-
celerationaε induced by the change in emissivity, we
obtain

aε =
Ptot

MS/Cc

1∫
[ε0 + ∆ε(ψ)] dψ

×
∫ 2π

0

cos(ψ)[ε0 + ∆ε(ψ)] dψ . (4)

In general there will be no unique relation betweenT
andaε because the quantities depend on different inte-
grated functions of the emissivity. Nevertheless a rela-
tion can be established if one makes some reasonable
model assumptions. To illustrate this we consider an
RTG which has an original emissivity ofε0 = 1, and
we model the emissivity change with the simple rela-
tion:

∆ε(ψ) = −∆εmaxcos(ψ) , for |ψ| ≤ π/2 ,

where∆εmax> 0 is the absolute value of the change of
reflectivity in the Sun-pointing direction. In this case
the deceleration of the spacecraft is given by

∆aε = − Ptot

4MS/Cc
∆εmax .
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The temperature after the degradation of emissivity is
then related to the temperature at nominal emissivity
T0,

T =
T0

4π
∆εmax +O(∆ε2max) .

We obtain the final relation

aε = − πPtot

cMS/Cc

T

T0
. (5)

Consequently we find for the acceleration uncertainty
∆aε a dependence on the temperature uncertainty∆T

∆aε =
πPtot

cMS/Cc

∆T
T0

.

For an RTG the nominal temperature isT0 ∼ 500 K.
Hence, assuming that we monitor the RTG tempera-
ture at a precision of0.1 K and assuming the above
degradation model, we would have an uncertainty
in the anomalous acceleration of∆aε = 2.8 ×
10−11 m/s2 for the exploration scenario and∆aε =
1.4× 10−11 m/s2 for the piggyback scenario.

A realistic model of the RTG is considerably
more complicated. It has to include the absorptance,
and to account for a non-uniform temperature of the
RTG and the Yarkovsky effect (see Cruikshank[45] or
Peterson[46]). These are, however, mainly numerical
complications, and it is always possible to develop a
refined version of Eq. (5) so that the uncertainty of the
RTG temperature measurements may be related to the
uncertainty of the derived acceleration. In particular
there is no danger of mistaking a degradation or failure
of thermocouples of the RTG for a change in emissivity
because these effects are distinguishable by the accom-
panying decrease of electric power. In the following
we will assume the acceleration levels found with our
simple model, which may always be interpreted as a
system design requirement, which, for the reasons ex-
plained above, is not difficult to meet.

Radio-beam radiation force

The increasing amount of data gathered by modern
planetary observation instruments demands high data
transmission capabilities. For missions to the outer So-
lar System like the ones discussed here this inevitably
leads to high transmission powers for the telecommu-
nication system,∼ 50 W. Hence the reaction of the
spacecraft to the radio beam may easily reach the or-
der of magnitude of the Pioneer anomaly. However

this systematic can be constrained in a straightfor-
ward way. During the coast phase in which the Pi-
oneer anomaly is to be tested, the data volume gen-
erated on-board will be much smaller than at the fi-
nal destination of the probe. Hence the transmission
power can be reduced to a few Watts during the test,
bringing the uncertainty in the transmission power for
both mission paradigms down to less than 1 W. This
would correspond to an acceleration systematic below
∆aRadio = 5 × 10−12 m/s2 for the planetary explo-
ration mission and∆aRadio = 2.2×10−11 m/s2 for the
piggyback spacecraft. These numbers might be even
further reduced by changing the transmission power
to different values during the measurement period and
measuring the subsequent change of the spacecraft ac-
celeration. In this way one could actually calibrate for
the effect of the radiation beam.

Solar radiation pressure

The last major contribution to discuss in this context
is the solar radiation pressure. For the present level of
analysis it is sufficient to discuss the effect of the solar
radiation force by considering the force on a flat disk
of the size of the spacecraft antennas and covered with
white silicate paint. To further simplify our considera-
tion we restrict ourselves to specular reflection and ne-
glect diffuse reflection and the Yarkovsky effect. Then
we can express the acceleration induced by Solar radi-
ation pressure[47] as:

~a� =
P�
c r2

AS/C

MS/C
(1 + η) cos2 θ ~eA , (6)

where we have used the fact that the tangential force
arising from the partial specular reflection has no ef-
fect on the centre-of-mass motion of the spacecraft due
to the spin stabilisation. Hereη denotes the specu-
lar reflectivity coefficient of the antenna, andP� =
1367 W AU2/m2 is the Solar radiation constant. Since
the antenna is oriented to Earth, the vector~eA is Earth-
pointing, and the two vectors~eA and~e� only enclose
a small angleθ for large heliocentric distances, i. e. in
all mission options for most of the measurement phase
(see below). The uncertainty of the acceleration due to
solar radiation∆~a� is dominated by a possible change
in the reflectivity properties of the spacecraft. We as-
sume∆η/η0 = 5%. The uncertainties of all other
quantities are about an order of magnitude smaller and
can be neglected for our purposes. Hence we find from
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Eq. (6), the acceleration uncertainty due to solar radia-
tion pressure

∆~a� =
P�
c r2

AS/C

MS/C
cos2 θ~eA ∆η . (7)

The maximal value is taken forcosθ = 1. For
the planetary exploration scenario we find∆a� =
149 (R⊕/r)2 10−11 and for the piggyback concept
∆a� = 268 (R⊕/r)2 10−11. We see from these num-
bers that it would be extremely difficult to detect any
anomaly in the spacecraft acceleration at distances of
less than than 3.1 AU for the piggyback and 1.9 AU
for the exploration mission. At this distance, the un-
certainty on the solar pressure force model would be
greater than one third of the putative anomaly.

Summary of the Systematic errors

In the previous section we discussed the major sources
of systematic effects on the spacecraft acceleration for
the two non-dedicated concepts considered and we
have determined some intervals in which each of the
disturbances is contained. The numerical results are
summarised in Table 2. For a spin-stabilised craft, all
acceleration uncertainties act along the rotational axis
of the spacecraft.

The sources of acceleration which were identified
are uncorrelated – at least to the level of the modelling
performed – and the overall acceleration due to system-
atics is therefore bounded by the value∆a =

∑
i ∆ai.

This returns∆a = 7.4+149 (R⊕/r)2cos2θ for the ex-
ploration mission and∆a = 6.8 + 268 (R⊕/r)2cos2θ
for the piggyback spacecraft. This would only, when
sufficiently far from the Sun, allow determination of
the anomaly to a precision of 10 %, which is approx-
imately one order of magnitude worse than the error-
budget presented by Nieto et al.[35] for his yo-yo like
dedicated spacecraft.

The accuracy to which an anomalous acceleration
can be determined will also strongly depend on its di-
rection. Since all error sources will cause an accel-
eration purely along the spin axis of the spacecraft,
they will be competing with an Earth-pointing anom-
aly, which would most likely be an effect on the radio
signal. When studying the capabilities of the mission
to discriminate the direction of the anomaly, the sys-
tematic errors do not influence the result because their
direction does not change and their magnitude has a
gradient, which cannot be confused with a direction-
dependent modulation.

Summary of spacecraft design

From the goal to minimise the uncertainties in con-
ventional accelerations, we have arrived at several de-
sign requirements for our spacecraft: Spin stabilisa-
tion of the spacecraft seems mandatory in order to re-
duce the the number of attitude control manoeuvres of
the spacecraft, and ensures that all systematic accelera-
tions are pointing along the spin axis of the craft. This
effectively eliminates the effect of systematics on the
determination of the direction of a putative anomaly as
we explain later. For the exploration scenario spin axis
stabilisation is most practically only chosen during the
coast phases of the mission. An electric propulsion
system turns out to be the most promising option to re-
duce the amount of acceleration systematics from pro-
pellant leakage, although an electric propulsion system
has the disadvantage that due to its high power con-
sumption it considerably increases the amount of heat
generated on board the spacecraft. The major source
of asymmetric thermal radiation from the craft are the
RTGs. The heat systematics can be constrained to a
sufficient degree by monitoring the temperature of the
RTGs. Furthermore the view factor of the RTGs from
the spacecraft bus and the antenna should be made as
small as possible in order to reduce reduce radiation
backscattering and simplify the modelling. In order to
constrain the systematics induced by the radio trans-
mission beam two possibilities arise. The first one is to
lower the transmission power during the measurement
phase. An alternative consists of directly calibrating
the radio power to the level of∼ 1W by measurement
from a radio observatory. While the requirements im-
posed on the spacecraft design make it necessary that
the spacecraft is already designed with the goal of test-
ing the Pioneer anomaly under consideration, the mod-
ifications suggested come at no increase in launch mass
and at no increase in risk. In particular, the goal of test-
ing the Pioneer anomaly is compatible with the con-
straints of a planetary exploration mission.

Measurement strategies

Tracking methods

A mission to test the Pioneer anomaly has to provide
three types of information. It must monitor the be-
haviour of the tracking signal for an anomalous blue
shift; it must be able to detect an anomalous gravita-
tional force acting on the spacecraft; and it must also be
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Table 2: Acceleration uncertainties for the two mission paradigms.

POP paradigm piggyback concept
∆a/(10−11m/s2) ∆a/(10−11m/s2)

Fuel leaks 0.4 0.2
Heat from bus 1.0 1.0
Heat from RTG 2.8 1.4
RTG helium outgassing 2.7 2.0
Radio beam 0.5 2.2
Solar radiation pressure 149 (R⊕/r)2cos2θ 268 (R⊕/r)2cos2θ
Total 7.4 + 149 (R⊕/r)2cos2θ 6.8 + 268 (R⊕/r)2cos2θ

capable of detecting an anomalous non-gravitational
force on the spacecraft. We briefly review the available
tracking methods to explain how their combination al-
lows an unambiguous discrimination between the var-
ious possible causes of the anomaly (see Thornton and
Border[48] for an introduction to tracking methods).

In sequential ranging, a series of square waves is
phase modulated onto the uplink carrier. The space-
craft transponds this code. The ground station com-
pares the transmitted and the received part of the signal
and determines the round-trip time from the compari-
son. Since the modulated signal is recorded and com-
pared in order to obtain the distance from the space-
craft to the ground station, the information obtained re-
lies on the group velocity of the signal. The group ve-
locity is influenced by the interplanetary plasma, which
acts as dispersive medium, but not by. gravitational ef-
fects, which are non-dispersive. For this technique we
assume a range errorstrack = 0.6m at 1σ confidence
level in our analysis.[48]

Doppler tracking uses a monochromatic sinusoidal
signal. The signal is sent to the spacecraft and is co-
herently transponded back to Earth. The phases of
both the outgoing signal and the incoming signal are
recorded. Since the frequency of the wave is the deriv-
ative of the phase, the frequency change between the
outgoing and incoming wave can be determined, and
the relative velocity of the spacecraft and the tracking
station can be inferred. The position is then obtained
by integrating the observed velocity changes to find
the distance between the spacecraft and the tracking
station. The Doppler data are sensitive to other phase
shifting effects such as the frequency shift by the inter-
planetary plasma and to a gravitational frequency shift.
For a long integration time the Doppler error is usually
dominated by plasma noise, which typically leads to

an error of approximatelyvtrack = 0.03 mm/s at 1σ
confidence level.[48, 49]

The simultaneous use of both tracking techniques
allows for a correction of charged medium effects, be-
cause for a signal that propagates through a charged
medium the phase velocity is increased whereas the
group velocity is decreased by the same amount.[50]
The comparison of the Doppler and ranging measure-
ments in order to determine plasma effects has im-
portant benefits for non-dedicated test of the Pioneer
anomaly, because it allows a determination of the er-
rors induced by the charged interplanetary medium
without requiring dual frequency capabilities, and is
thus a considerable mass saver. Since the information
of the sequential ranging relies on the group velocity
of the signal, and the information of the Doppler track-
ing relies on the phase velocity of the carrier, the use of
both ranging methods also allows distinction between
a real acceleration of the spacecraft and an anomalous
blue shift. Whereas a real acceleration would show up
in both data, the frequency shift would only affect the
Doppler signal, which is sensitive to changes in the
phase velocity of the wave but not to the sequential
ranging signal that measures the group velocity.

Both Doppler tracking and sequential ranging are
primarily sensitive to the projection of the spacecraft
orbit onto the Earth–spacecraft direction. In order to
characterise a putative anomaly it is however crucial
to determine its direction. In view of this problem, it
could be beneficial to obtain independent information
on the motion of the spacecraft orthogonal to the line
of sight. This information is in principle provided by
Delta differential one-way ranging (∆DOR). Differen-
tial one-way ranging determines the angular position of
a spacecraft in the sky by measuring the runtime differ-
ence of a signal from the spacecraft to two tracking sta-
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tions on Earth. Assuming that the rays from the space-
craft to the two stations are parallel to each other, the
angle between the spacecraft direction and the baseline
connecting the two stations can be determined from
the runtime difference. In∆DOR the accuracy of this
method is further improved by differencing the obser-
vation of the spacecraft from that of an astronomical
radio source at a nearby position in the sky. The typical
accuracy achievable with∆DOR isαtrack = 50nrad
at 1σ confidence level.[48] An improvement in accu-
racy of two orders of magnitude in angular resolu-
tion would be achievable if the next-generation radio-
astronomical interferometer, the Square Kilometer Ar-
ray, could be used for the tracking.[51] However this
observatory is not likely to be completed by the launch
dates under consideration. Hence we do not include
this enhanced capability in our analysis.

Tracking observables for the Pioneer
anomaly test

The capabilities of the three tracking techniques are
easily evaluated numerically by determining after
which time a detectable deviation from the trajectory
has accumulated. The perturbation on the position vec-
tor is well described, for our purposes, by the simple
equation:

~̈s
∗

= ~a∗ (8)

where~s∗ is the difference between the position~r of a
spacecraft not affected by the anomaly and the position
~ρ of a spacecraft affected by the anomalous accelera-
tion ~a∗. In fact we may write (see Bate[52]) the full
equation in the form:

~̈s
∗

+
µ�
r3

[(
r

ρ

)3

− 1

]
~r + µ�

~s∗

ρ3
= ~a∗

Note that this holds also for non-Keplerian~r whenever
the non-gravitational modelled forces may be consid-
ered state-independent (as is the case for the system-
atic acceleration considered here). At Jupiter distance,
it takes roughly three months for the second and third
terms to get within two orders of magnitude from the
magnitude of~a∗. As a consequence Eq.(8) and its so-
lution,

~s∗ =
∫ t

0

∫ t

0

~a∗(t′)dt′ +~s∗0

can be used to gain insights into the capabilities of the
various tracking techniques for a test of the Pioneer

anomaly. We use Eq.(8) to determine the time it takes
for a given anomalous acceleration to become visible
in the tracking data. We consider our spacecraft as ly-
ing in the ecliptic plane and a uniform circular mo-
tion of the Earth. A depiction of the geometry for this
two-dimensional model is displayed in Fig. 1. We
perform the calculation for an anomalous acceleration
~a∗ of constant magnitude, as indicated by the Pioneer
data, and fixed inertial direction. We integrate~a∗ twice
over a time intervalt to obtain the anomalous velocity
change~v∗ and position change~s∗. Then we project the
anomalous velocity change and position change onto
the Earth–spacecraft vector. The change in the geocen-
tric angular position of the spacecraft in the sky,α∗⊕,
is obtained from the component ofs∗ perpendicular
to the Earth–spacecraft direction through the relation
α∗⊕ '

s∗⊥
s . We get

v∗‖ = a∗t cos[β(t)] (9)

s∗‖ =
a∗

2
t2 cos[β(t)] (10)

α∗⊕ =
a∗

2s
t2 sin[β(t)] , (11)

whereβ is the angle between the putative anomaly
direction and the Earth–spacecraft vector. The three
equations above estimate the effect of a constant anom-
alous acceleration on the tracking observables.

We may estimate after which time intervalt a spe-
cific type of anomaly becomes detectable by demand-
ing that the deviation inv, s or α⊕ has to exceed the
uncertainty induced by the sum of the tracking error
and the error induced by systematic accelerations. In
the case of Doppler tracking this condition is written
v∗‖ > vtrack+∆v , where∆v = t∆a. Using Eq.(9) and
solving for the tracking time we find:

t > vtrack/ (a∗ cosβ −∆a) .

For sequential ranging we require thats∗‖ > strack+∆s
with ∆s = ∆a

2 t
2. From Eq.(10) we get:

t >
√

2strack/ (a∗ cosβ −∆a) .

For∆DOR the situation is even simpler because the ef-
fect of systematics on the acceleration component or-
thogonal to the Earth–spacecraft vector is negligible.
Hence we have the simpler conditionα∗⊕ > αtrack that
leads to:

t >

√
2sαtrack

a∗ sinβ
.
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Figure 1: Tracking of the anomaly in the ecliptic plane.

Plugging in the numbers we get that both sequential
ranging and Doppler tracking easily detect the anom-
aly. For sequential ranging the time necessary to detect
an anomaly ofa∗ cosβ = 10−9 m/s2 is less than one
day at Jupiter and decreases to approximately 3/4 of
a day for greater heliocentric distances. For Doppler
tracking, the time necessary to detect this anomaly is
less than 1.5 days at Jupiter distance and decreases to
approximately 1.3 days further outward. Despite the
suppression of systematic accelerations orthogonal to
the spacecraft–Earth vector,∆DOR cannot compete in
performance with the other tracking methods. Even if
we considera∗ = 10−9 m/s2 andβ as large as 30 deg.,
the detection of the anomaly takes 140 days even at
5 AU and rises to 370 days at 35 AU.

Significantly more challenging than the detection
of the anomaly is the determination of its direction.
It is possible to develop a simple model to evaluate
the capabilities of the various tracking strategies also
in this case, the result may be summarized in the re-
quirement that the flight path angle of the trajectory
has to be larger thanπ/12.[53] In summary, the sit-
uation is as follows: Sequential ranging is the most
suitable technique for verification of the Pioneer anom-
aly. At first sight this result seems in contrast with the
common wisdom that range data are usually inferior in
quality to Doppler data.[54] However, the standard sit-
uation in which precision navigation is most relevant is
that of a planetary approach. In this case the gravita-
tional field is rapidly changing along the spacecraft or-
bit, and ranging data induce larger navigational errors
than Doppler indeed. For the deep-space situation of

the Pioneer-anomaly test, the gravity gradients are very
low, and hence the reliability of sequential ranging data
is much improved. Doppler data will nevertheless be
of high importance for the measurement. Only by the
comparison of both data types, sequential ranging and
Doppler, can one discriminate between a real accelera-
tion and a blue shift of the radio signal.∆DOR showed
to be of little use for a test of the Pioneer anomaly and a
more detailed analysis shows that it is also quite unef-
fective in determining the anomaly direction. While it
is certainly desirable to have occasional∆DOR cover-
age during the Pioneer anomaly test to verify the orbit
reconstruction of the spacecraft,∆DOR cannot con-
tribute to the precision determination of the anomaly.

Before turning to the actual discussion of the mis-
sion scenarios, in the next section we briefly review the
possibility of improving the test of the Pioneer anom-
aly by adding specific instruments to the mission.

Instrumentation options

An anomalous force on the spacecraft will show up as
a deviation of the probe from its nominal trajectory cal-
culated under the inclusion of all known forces. Such a
deviation from the nominal trajectory will be detected
by the radio tracking of the spacecraft. However, the
radio signal yields no information regarding whether
an anomalous force is of gravitational type or not. Such
a distinction could in principle be accomplished with
an accelerometer on board the spacecraft, because de-
viations of the spacecraft from a geodesic motion will
be induced by non-gravitational forces only.
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Modern accelerometers such as that to be used on
board ESA’s GOCE mission[55] have a sensitivity of
3× 10−12 m/s2, with a range up to a maximum accel-
eration of3× 10−5 m/s2. Hence, such accelerometers
seem well suited for monitoring the non-gravitational
forces parallel to the rotational axis of the spacecraft,
which are typically of the order of10−9m/s2. Sev-
eral open issues arise concerning the usefulness of ac-
celerometers. Firstly, accelerometers are not capable
of detecting constant accelerations; they can support
other measurement strategies by monitoring variable
acceleration noise, e. g. the thruster firings, but they
cannot replace measurement by tracking. Secondly,
accelerometers have never been used in conjunction
with a spinning spacecraft (if we exclude the case of
Galileo which was a dual spinner that used accelerom-
eters for control purposes). Hence considerable devel-
opments would be necessary, or the attempt to reduce
the number of attitude manoeuvres by using spin sta-
bilisation would have to be given up in favour of recon-
structing the thrust history from accelerometer read-
out.

We need not go into to many details of such a mea-
surement concept, because for a non-dedicated mis-
sion, the use of high-precision accelerometers seems
excluded by weight constraints: high-precision ac-
celerometer assemblies weigh typically in the order of
100 kg., Since accelerometers are not an option for a
non-dedicated mission, the discrimination between a
gravitational and non-gravitational anomaly has to rely
on the indirect means discussed previously.

In order to improve our understanding of disturb-
ing forces generated by the space environment in the
outer Solar System, and to make sure that they can-
not contribute significantly to the Pioneer anomaly, it
is also desirable to include a diagnostics package in the
payload, consisting of a neutral and charged atom de-
tector and a dust analyser. The mass of such a package
would be approximately 1.5 kg.[43]

Trajectory design

We have already discussed how the introduction of a
momentum dependence of the gravitational coupling
could explain why the Pioneer anomaly does not show
in the planets ephemerides. Even more straightfor-
wardly, an amplification of the anomaly at high veloc-
ities could occur if matter on low-eccentricity orbits
around the Sun causes a drag force (note however that

there does not seem to be enough dust available[4]).
As a consequence, it is desirable to conduct the Pio-
neer anomaly test along a trajectory having a high ra-
dial velocity, i. e. a hyperbolic escape trajectory, rather
than on a bound orbit. Otherwise, the choice of the
inclination, the argument of perihelion and the longi-
tude of the ascending node does not affect the test. In
fact an explicit dependence of the anomalous force on
the position of the spacecraft within the Solar System
is highly improbable. This follows from the observa-
tion that the anomalies on both Pioneer probes do not
change significantly with the position of the spacecraft
along their orbits (a small change cannot be excluded
due to the large error margin of the data); and that
the trajectories of the two Pioneers are heading away
from the Sun in approximately opposite directions and
at considerably different inclinations, thus making it
possible to conclude that if such a dependence exists,
then it has to be so small as to be undetectable from
study of the Pioneer data. Also, if the anomaly had
its origin in a frequency shift of the radio signal, its
magnitude would probably be completely independent
of the spacecraft motion. This would be the case for
the explanation models relying on an influence of the
cosmological constant on light propagation.[20]

From the data of the Pioneer probes, no precise
determination of the direction of the anomalous force
was possible. This mainly followed from the fact that
Doppler tracking is able to determine the velocity of a
spacecraft only in the radial direction. In particular, it
was not possible to distinguish between the three major
candidate directions of the anomaly: towards the Sun,
towards the Earth, and along the trajectory. The uncer-
tainty in the on-board generated accelerations makes it
therefore desirable to design the spacecraft trajectory
trying to obtain a large flight path angle to facilitates
the distinction between the candidate directions from
the analysis of the tracking data: unfortunately this
requirment is conflicting with the wish to have high
radial velocity of the spacecraft and fast transfer times.
A large flight path angle could be obtained by conduct-
ing the Pioneer-anomaly measurement as far inward in
the Solar system as possible. Unfortunately, the last re-
quirement conflicts with the goal of having the smallest
possible systematics generated by solar radiation pres-
sure. A trade-off between these conflicting require-
ments has to be made on a case-by-case basis, and is
here discussed in a number of possible trajectories. As
the Cosmic-Vision Programme of the European Space
Agency refers to the decade 2015-2025, this will be
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used as a baseline for the trajectories here considered.
Missions to Pluto, Neptune and Uranus are discussed
separately from those to Jupiter and Saturn, as the dis-
tances of these planets allow for a Pioneer anomaly
test to be taken by the main spacecraft during the long
trip.

Orbiter missions to Pluto, Neptune and
Uranus

In this paragraph we discuss the possibility of using
putative exploration missions to Pluto, Neptune and
Uranus to perform the Pioneer anomaly test. We will
first consider simple flyby missions to these outer plan-
ets. These kind of missions are not too likely to hap-
pen, as the scientific return of a flyby is quite limited
and has already been exploited in several past inter-
planetary missions, which currently makes this kind
of mission profile quite unattractive. We will there-
fore go one step further and consider orbiter missions
exploiting Nuclear Electric Propulsion (NEP) for a fi-
nal orbital capture. The trajectory baseline that is here
considered is that of one sole unpowered gravity-assist
around Jupiter. Many trajectory options and missions
are of course possible for exploring these far planets,
see for example Vasile et al., [56] but a single Jupiter
swingby is probably the most plausible baseline in
terms of risk and mission time. The purpose is to show
that a Pioneer anomaly test would in general be possi-
ble, on these missions, on the vast majority of the pos-
sible trajectories. In the considered mission scenario
the Pioneer anomaly test would be performed during
the ballistic coast phase after Jupiter. As already dis-
cussed, a good trajectory from the point of view of the
Pioneer anomaly test has the following characteristics:

• Hyperbolic trajectory.

• Large flight angleγ (at least 15 deg.) during the
test (allowing easy distinction between the ve-
locity direction and the spacecraft–Earth direc-
tion).

• Long ballistic phase.

• Large Sun–spacecraft–Earth angle during the
test (allowing distinction between the Earth di-
rection and the Sun direction).

We briefly touch upon the implications of these re-
quirments. From standard astrodynamics we know that

along a Keplerian trajectory we have:

sin γ =
√
p

r
√

2
r −

1
a

,

wherep is the semilatus rectum anda the semi-major
axis of the spacecraft orbit. It is therefore possible to
evaluate the flight-path angleγ at any distance from
the Sun by knowing the Keplerian osculating elements
along the trajectory after Jupiter. In particular we note
that highly-energetic orbits (i.e. fast transfers) lead
to smaller values of the angleγ. This leads to pre-
fer a slower transfer orbit. However, a low velocity
result also into a smaller value of the anomaly and a
longer trip. The requirement on the length of the bal-
listic arc (an issue for orbiter mission baselines) goes
in the same direction, in fact the on-board propulsion
(assumed to be some form of low thrust) could start
to brake the spacecraft much later in a slower trajec-
tory (the arrival C3 on a Lambert arc gets smaller in
these missions for longer transfer times). To have a
large Sun–spacecraft–Earth angle during the test phase
implies that the test has to start as soon as possible af-
ter the Jupiter swingby not allowing for a long thrust
phase immediately after the swingby as would be re-
quired by optimising some highly constrained trajec-
tory for low-thrust orbiter missions. To assess the im-
pact of these requirements on the trajectory design we
start looking at a multi-objective optimisation of an
Earth-Jupiter-Planet flyby mission assuming pure bal-
listic arcs and an unpowered swingby. We optimise the
C3 (the square of the the hyperbolic velocity) at Earth
departure as well as the mission duration (as discussed
this parameter is directly related to the flight path an-
gle and to the ballistic arc length) using the Paretian
notion of optimality to evaluate the various solutions.
The Earth departure datete, the Jupiter swingby date
tj , and the Planet arrival datetp were the decision vari-
ables, the departure date being constrained to be within
the Cosmic Vision launch window, and the arrival date
being forced to be before 2100.

The optimisation was performed using a beta
version of DiGMO[57] (Distributed Global Multi-
objective Optimiser), a tool being developed within
the European Space Agency by the Advanced Con-
cepts Team. The software is able to perform distrib-
uted multi-objective optimisations with a self-learning
allocation strategy for the client tasks. Differential
evolution[58] was used as a global optimisation algo-
rithm to build the Pareto sets. Constraints were placed
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Figure 2: Paretian set for the Earth-Jupiter-Pluto mission within the decade 2015-2025.

on the Jupiter swingby altitude (hp > 600, 000 km).
Planet ephemerides were JPL DE405.

The results, shown in Fig. 2, show two main op-
timal launch opportunities for the Earth-Jupiter-Pluto
transfer: November 2015 and December 2016. The
2015 launches result in a slower trajectory (from 17 to
27 years) with lower C3s (of the order of 87km2/s2),
whereas the 2016 window results in a shorter mission
(from 11 to 15 years) with slightly higher C3s (of the
order of92-100 km2/s2). From a Pioneer anomaly test
point of view, the only trajectories that would not allow
a good test are the very fast transfers, as theβ angle
may become as small as 15 deg by25 AU. On the other
trajectories the test would be feasible and it would only

affect the low-thrusting strategy, as it would require a
long ballistic arc with no thrust phase immediately af-
ter Jupiter. This requirement is discussed later.

Similar results are obtained for the Neptune case
(see Fig. 3). There are two optimal launch windows
in the considered decade: January 2018 and February
2019. The first window allows for very low C3s (of the
order of75 km2/s2) and transfer times ranging from
14 to 40 or more years, whereas the second launch win-
dow is characterised by higher C3 values (ranging from
90 to 95km2/s2) and shorter mission times (as low as
10 years). The requirement on theβ angle is, in this
case, satisfied by all the trajectories belonging to the
found Pareto front.
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Figure 3: Paretian set for an Earth-Jupiter-Neptune mission within the decade 2015-2025.

The situation for Uranus missions, shown in Fig.
4, is slightly more complex. Three main launch win-
dows are possible. The first one, corresponding to a
late Jupiter flyby, is in March 2020 (repeating in April
2021), and corresponds to a C3 of roughly81 km2/s2

(rising to96 km2/s2 one year later) and to missions as
short as 9 years. The other two are in December 2015
and December 2016, producing optimal first-guess tra-
jectories with C3s of the order of78 to 79 km2/s2 and
transfer times that are either very high (33 years) or of
the order of slightly more than a decade. Due to the
vicinity of the planet in this case the value of the an-
gleβ is not an issue. Note that a hypothetical mission
to Uranus exploiting one Jupiter flyby would probably

exploit the 2020 launch opportunity, paying an aug-
mented C3 cost of approximately2 km2/s2 to reduce
the mission time by several years. The conclusions of
the preliminary multi-objective optimisation are sum-
marised in Table 3.

Each of the trajectories belonging to the Pareto
fronts might be modified to allow an orbiter mission.
As discussed above, notwithstanding some concepts to
navigate into deep space with solar electric propulsion,
it seems that the nuclear electric option is the most con-
venient and has to be used if we want to navigate in the
outer regions of the Solar System. Starting from one
of the trajectories of the Pareto-Front, if the launcher
is able to provide all the C3 that is required and we do
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Figure 4: Paretian set for an Earth-Jupiter-Uranus mission within the decade 2015-2025.

not apply heavy constraints, the optimal trajectory will
be ballistic up to the very last phase, and a braking ma-
noeuvre would start just before the arrival to the planet.
If the problem is more constrained, for example if we
add a departure C3 upper limit, then the ion engines
would need to be fired also before and after Jupiter.
The firing immediately after Jupiter is necessary to as-
sure that Pluto orbit is reached at the right time (this
was the case for the POP trajectory, see [39]). In this
case a Pioneer anomaly test would return less scientific
data because the thrusting phases could not be used for
the characterisation of the putative anomaly. Adding
a constraint not to use the engines immediately after
Jupiter, on the other hand, would introduce an increase

in the propellant mass needed due to the late trajectory
correction. This occurrence would hardly be accepted
by the system designers, and the Pioneer anomaly test
would anyway be possible during the subsequent coast
phase.

We may conclude that any trajectory of a flyby or
of an orbiter mission to the outer planets Pluto, Nep-
tune and Uranus is likely to be suitable for a Pioneer
anomaly test with no modifications, meaning that the
three main requirements discussed would be fulfilled
during a trajectory arc long enough to gain significant
insight into the anomaly.
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Table 3: Pareto-optimal launch windows for flyby missions to the
various outer planets in the considered decade.

Target Planet Departure Date Mission Duration Departure C3
(years) (km2/s2)

Pluto 2015-Nov 17-27 89-88
Pluto 2016-Dec 11-15 92-100
Neptune 2018-Jan 14-40 74-75
Neptune 2019-Feb 10-12 90-95
Uranus 2020-March 9 81
Uranus 2021-April 7 96
Uranus (2015-2016)-Dec 12-14 79
Uranus (2015-2016)-Dec 28-33 79

Piggyback missions jettisoned from
Jupiter and Saturn swing bys

A different situation occurs if we try to test the Pi-
oneer anomaly by exploiting a programmed mission
to Jupiter or Saturn. In these cases the proximity of
the planets to the Sun and the likely low energy of
the transfer orbit would not allow for the test to be
performed during the travel to the planet. A possi-
ble solution is that of designing a piggyback space-
craft to be added as a payload to the main mission.
We already presented a preliminary assessment of the
dry mass of such a payload and we now discuss what
the fuel requirement would be on such a spacecraft.
In order to get an idea of what the mother spacecraft
trajectory would look like, we simply considered the
JIMO baseline and we performed an optimisation of a
2016 launch opportunity. The thrust was considered
to be fixed and equal to2 N for a spacecraft weigh-
ing 18000 kg. This was done to get some information
on the switching structure of the thrust so that possible
strategies of jettisoning could be envisaged. Final con-
ditions at Jupiter do not take into account its sphere of
influence. The optimised trajectory (visualised in Fig.
5) foresees a June 2016 injection into a zeroC3 he-
liocentric trajectory and a rendezvous with Jupiter in
May 2023. It is clear that the small piggyback should
not at all affect the original trajectory, optimised for
the main mission goals, and that it should be designed
not to disturb the main spacecraft. A feasible solution
seems to be to design a spacecraft capable of detaching
from the mother spacecraft at the border of the arrival-
planet’s sphere of influence, navigating towards a pow-
ered swingby of the target planet, and putting itself au-

tonomously into an as-high-as-possible energy hyper-
bola. Some general estimates may then be made. We
assume that the piggyback is at the border of Jupiter’s
sphere of influence with zeroC3. The gravity assist
has to allow it to gain enough energy to have, in helio-
centric frame, a hyperbolic trajectory. We also allow
for a small flight angleγ at Jupiter. Under the assump-
tion of a tangential burn at the periapsis (a more com-
plete model such as that by Gobetz[59] should be used
for a more detailed analysis) we may write for the re-
quired∆V :

∆V =
√
V 2

P (3− 2
√

2 cos γ) + 2
µP

rpP
−
√

2
µP

rpP
,

(12)
whereVP is the heliocentric velocity of the planet,µP

its gravitational parameter andrpP the pericentre of
the incoming and outgoing hyperbolas.

Once the required∆V is obtained from Eq.(12)
it is easy to work out the ratio between the propel-
lant mass and the spacecraft dry mass using the Tsi-
olkovsky equation:

∆M
M0

= e
∆V

Ispg0 − 1 ,

whereg0 is the gravitational acceleration on the Earth’s
surface. Assuming the use of chemical propulsion for
the powered gravity-assist (Isp = 260 s) and putting a
constraint on the gravity assist altitude of600, 000 km
in the Jupiter case and40, 000 km in the Saturn case,
the numbers in Table 4 may be evaluated for the re-
quired∆V and fuel-to-dry-mass ratio. Due to the high
pericentre required and due to its greater velocity, the
Jupiter case requires a higher propellant mass.
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Figure 5: Piggyback trajectory options.

As a consequence, the same spacecraft designed
for aγ = 15 deg Jupiter case is able, in the Saturn sce-
nario, to go into aγ = 35 deg trajectory. The resulting
trajectories are illustrated in Figure 5.

It is possible to see that the introduction of an an-
gle γ greater than zero allows for trajectories that go
inward and have better performances with respect to
the Pioneer anomaly test. In-fact they allow for longer
periods in which the direction of the anomaly could be
precisely measured, since the modulations in the track-
ing signal due to the motion of the Earth, which enable
the determination of the direction of the anomaly, are
enhanced for low heliocentric distances. The cost in
terms of propellant mass can be evaluated from Table
4.

Conclusions

We consider two possible mission architectures for the
exploration of the outer Solar System that may also
be used to test the Pioneer Anomaly. Firstly a low-
mass low-thrust mission to Pluto, Neptune or Uranus.
For this mission type the Pioneer anomaly investiga-
tion could be performed by radio-tracking of the ex-
ploration spacecraft. The other mission paradigm con-
sidered is that of a small piggyback spacecraft, to be
jettisoned from a large nuclear-reactor-powered space-
craft sent to explore Jupiter or Saturn. The small space-
craft would be jettisoned from the mother-craft on the
approach to its destination, would use the target planet
of the mother-craft for a powered swingby, and would
subsequently perform the Pioneer anomaly investiga-
tion by radio tracking on a hyperbolic coast arc. Start-
ing from a review of our knowledge of the effect and
the models for its explanation, we have derived a set
of minimal requirements for the spacecraft design and
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Table 4: Piggyback thrust requirements

γ (deg.) 0 7.5 15 22.5 30 37.5 45 52.5 60
∆V (km/s) .7 .8 1.1 1.6 2.2 3 3.8 4.8 5.8Jupiter case ∆M

M0
.32 .37 .53 .84 1.3 2.2 3.5 5.6 8.9

∆V (km/s) .17 .2 .27 .39 .55 .76 1 1.3 1.6Saturn case ∆M
M0

.071 .081 .11 .17 .24 .35 .48 .65 .86

trajectory.

For both mission paradigms the detection of the
anomaly is found to be possible during the whole mea-
surement phase. There are, however, limitations to the
scientific return from a non-dedicated mission. On-
board systematics would still limit the precision in the
determination of the magnitude of the anomaly. While
this is sufficient for its verification, it is unsatisfactory
for a precise characterisation. In particular, a slope on
the anomaly would most likely only be determined to
the first order. This would hardly be sufficient to deter-
mine unambiguously the physical law that might un-
derlie the Pioneer anomaly.

In conclusion, non-dedicated missions can verify
the existence of the Pioneer anomaly. They can fur-
thermore determine the direction of a putative anomaly
and provide some information about its gradient. The
quality of their scientific return cannot, however, com-
pete with a dedicated mission. In view of the ongoing
controversial discussion about the origin of the Pioneer
anomaly it seems more appropriate to take the more
modest approach of using a non dedicated mission to
verify if the Pioneer anomaly is indeed an indication
of a novel physical effect.
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Abstract

With application to the specific problem of multiple gravity assist trajectory design, a deterministic search space
pruning algorithm is developed that displays both polynomial time and space complexity. This is shown empir-
ically to achieve search space reductions of greater than six orders of magnitude, thus reducing significantly the
complexity of the subsequent optimisation.

Keywords: mission design, multiple gravity assist, global optimisation, constraint propagation, heuristic search.

1. Introduction

A gravity assist manoeuvre uses a celestial object’s
gravity to change a spacecraft’s trajectory. When
a spacecraft approaches a celestial object, a small
amount of the object’s orbital momentum is transferred
to the spacecraft. Such a manoeuvre was used for
the first time in the 1970’s, when the spacecraft Voy-
ager used multiple gravity assist flybys of Jupiter, Sat-
urn, Uranus and Neptune, to propel itself beyond these
planets. Nowadays, gravity assist manoeuvres (GAs)
are frequently used to reduce fuel requirements and
mission duration [1].

Trajectory design is an important aspect of the space
mission design process. Most interplanetary trajectory
design problems can be stated as optimisation prob-
lems, where one of the fundamental goals is the min-

imisation of fuel requirements, with consideration also
given to intermediate planetary flybys, mission dura-
tion, type of arrival, launch and arrival windows, and
velocity constraints. Traditionally, local optimisation
has been used to attempt to solve these design prob-
lems [2, 3]. However, because of nonlinearities and
the periodic motion of the planets, multiple local min-
ima exist and, as a result, local optimisation generally
finds local minima. Hence, the quality of these solu-
tions is heavily dependent on the initial guesses em-
ployed. The use of global optimisation techniques has
been proposed for tackling these problems, as these
methods have better chances of finding solutions ap-
proaching the global optimum [4]. Genetic algorithms
and similar techniques have been employed, but these
techniques may face difficulties in tackling realistic
missions due to the large size of the search space as-
sociated with these problems.
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This paper considers the problem of multiple grav-
ity assist (MGA) trajectories with a known planetary
sequence and no deep space manoeuvres. In such
cases, it can be shown that the vast majority of the
search space consists of unfeasible, or undesirable, so-
lutions. This observation motivated the development
of a method for producing reduced search spaces by
pruning, thus allowing standard global optimisation
techniques to be applied more successfully to the re-
duced box bounds [5]. The technique presented in this
paper has been named Gravity Assist Space Pruning
(GASP).

The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 describes
the Gravity Assist Space Pruning algorithm. Section
3 analyses the time and space complexity of the pro-
posed pruning technique. Section 4 briefly describes
the global optimisation technique employed in this
study. Section 5 presents computational results based
on well known multiple gravity assist missions. Fi-
nally, section 6 provides concluding remarks.

2. Gravity Assist Space Pruning Al-
gorithm

This section describes the motivation behind and func-
tionality of the GASP algorithm. Consider the MGA
problem with a defined planetary sequence (e.g. Earth-
Venus-Venus-Earth-Jupiter-Saturn) and no deep space
maneouvres. The decision vector for this problem is as
follows

x = {t0, t1, t2, t3...} (13)

wheret0 is the launch date,t1 is the phase time from
the first to second planet,t2 from the second to third
planet etc. An efficient Lambert solver [6] is used
to calculate appropriate Keplerian orbits between the
planetary positions in the given time, and then a pow-
ered swingby model is applied, such as that designed
by Gobetz [7].

Single interplanetary transfer
Consider the simplest case of a single interplanetary
transfer with a braking manoeuvre at the target planet.
The objective function assumed is a simple minimisa-
tion of total thrust (the sum of the initial hyperbolic
excess velocity,vi, and braking manoeuvre,vf ), so

f = vi + vf . (14)

The decision vector in the single transfer case will
be x = {t0, t1}. An important observation is that
this search space will contain a line for each timet,
that a probe can arrive at the final planet, such that
t0 + t1 = t. Obviously, at a given timet, regardless
of the launch time or departure time, the target planet
will be in the same position and have the same veloc-
ity. Therefore, it is beneficial to consider the search
space ast0, t0 + t1, this is departure time at the first
planet compared to arrival time at the second.

The optimisation method to be investigated is grid
sampling. Grid sampling is usually considered a very
inefficient optimiser, particularly in high dimensional-
ities. For example, using the enumerative search in the
Swingby Calculator application [8] yields optimisation
times approaching an hour for relatively small search
spaces (on a 600Mhz Pentium Processor). However,
for only 1 and 2 dimensions grid sampling is compu-
tationally tractable, as long as the objective function
is reasonably smooth and the exact optimum is not re-
quired.

Therefore, the objective function for a single interplan-
etary transfer may be grid sampled at an appropriate
resolution in the departure time vs arrival time domain
efficiently, although in this case most other optimisa-
tion methods would yield better results in terms of ob-
jective function evaluations. However, the grid sam-
pled version will require many less Ephemeris calcula-
tions, as the same positions/velocities need not be re-
calculated for a given departure or arrival time. If the
2D search space was discretised intok cells in each di-
mension, only 2k Ephemeris calculations are required
for the entire sampling, andk2 Lambert problem so-
lutions. By comparison, two Ephemeris calculations
would be required by each objective function evalua-
tion in a standard optimiser.

Even in the single interplanetary transfer case, a large
proportion of the search space corresponds to undesir-
able solutions i.e. those with impractical C33. To il-
lustrate this, the optimisation of an Earth-Mars trans-
fer was considered between the dates (-1200 to 600
MJD2000) and phase times of 25 to 515 days. A
sampling resolution of 10 days was used in both axes.

3C3 (units km2/s2) is the square of the hyperbolic excess velocity.
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Figure 1: A grid sampled Earth-Mars transfer. The white regions within the delineating diagonal lines indicate
solutions with a C3 of greater than 25km2/s2

Only 12.5% of this search space had a C3 of less than
25km2/s2. Figure 1 shows this search space plotted as
departure time vs arrival time - the diagonal lines de-
lineate the sampled portion of the search space, and the
dark regions within the lines indicate trajectories with
a feasible C3 value lower than 25km2/s2.

As a consequence, in gravity assist and multiple grav-
ity assist cases starting with an Earth-Mars transfer
in these bounds, at least 87.5% (100%-12.5%) of
the overall search spacemustcorrespond to undesir-
able solutions. Even allowing an enormous C3 of
100km2/s2, only makes 33% of the search space valid.

The GASP algorithm was designed to efficiently de-
tect and prune unfeasible parts of the space, leaving
several sets of box bounds with vastly smaller contents.
These reduced box bounds may then be optimised effi-
ciently using a standard optimisation method.

Hyperbolic Excess Velocity Constraint: The
maximum allowable hyperbolic excess velocity is the
first main constraint of the GASP algorithm, as it de-
termines possible launch dates to the first target planet.

Braking Manoeuvre Constraint: As well as the
C3 constraint, it is logical to add a constraint on the
maximum braking manoeuvre that the spacecraft can
perform. Applying a C3 constraint of 25km2/s2 and
a braking manoeuvre constraint of 5km/s yields the
search space shown in Figure 2, which is plotted as
departure time vs arrival time - the diagonal lines de-
lineate the sampled portion of the search space, and
the dark areas within these lines indicate feasible tra-
jectories. From Figure 2, it can be estimated that less
than 5% of the search space now yields feasible trajec-
tories. By applying two very simple constraints to the
interplanetary case it has been shown that a dramatic
reduction in search space can been achieved, leaving
clear launch windows and arrival time windows.

Forward Constraining
It has been shown that the C3 and braking manoeuvre
constraints alone significantly reduce the search space
content for an interplanetary transfer. From Figure 2,
it can be seen that for many values of the arrival time
there are no feasible departure times.

This observation is the key principle on which the
GASP algorithm is based: if no feasible trajectories
arrive at a planet on a given date then there can be no
departures from the planet on that date (assuming the
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Figure 2: An Earth-Mars transfer with both C3 and braking manoeuvre constraints applied

change in velocity from the swingby is instantaneous).

Now consider a trajectory with a single gravity assist.
Using grid sampling on this function would usually in-
volve sampling in three dimensions, and hence as ad-
ditional planets were added the number of objective
function evaluations would increase exponentially. In-
stead, with GASP, the search space is sampled as a
cascade of two dimensional search spaces, each with
possible departure dates (in the horizontal axis) and
prospective arrival dates (in the vertical axis). Because
of this, the number of Lambert problem evaluations is
vastly reduced.

Gravity assist thrust constraint
Two constraints are added in order to maximise the
probability of gravity assists being feasible. The first
such constraint is the gravity assist thrust constraint,
which limits the maximum absolute difference be-
tween incoming and outgoing velocities during a grav-
ity assist to some threshold,Tv. This threshold is set
separately for each gravity assist.
The following is then performed foreveryarrival time
at a planet:

1. Calculate the bounds on incoming velocity,vi
min

andvi
max.

2. Invalidate any outgoing trajectories that do not
have outgoing velocities in the range[vi

min−Tv−
Lv, v

i
max+Tv +Lv], whereLv is an appropriate

tolerance based on the Lipschitzian constant of
the current phase plot.

3. Calculate the modified bounds on outgoing ve-
locity, vf

min andvf
max.

4. Invalidate any incoming trajectories with veloc-
ities outside the range[vf

min − Tv − Lv, v
f
max +

Tv + Lv].

Gravity assist angular constraint
The gravity assist angular constraint removes unfeasi-
ble swingbys from the search space on the grounds that
they are associated with a hyperbolic periapsis closer
than the minimum safe distance from the given gravity
assist body. This is determined for every arrival date at
a planet as follows, assumingi valid incoming trajec-
tories andj valid outgoing trajectories:

1. For alli incoming trajectories
2. For allj incoming trajectories
3. If the swingby is valid for the current

both incoming and incoming and
outgoing trajectory, mark outgoing
trajectory as valid.

4. End
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5. End
6. Invalidate all trajectories not marked as valid

The swingby angle is decreased by an appropriate Lip-
schitzian toleranceθL, in order to compensate for the
effects of the grid sampling of the search space.

3. Time and Space Complexity

This section determines the time and space complexity
of the GASP algorithm. It will be shown that GASP
scales quadratically in space and quartically in time
with respect to the number of gravity assist manoeu-
vres considered. For simplicity, the following analysis
assumed that the initial launch window andall phase
times are the same.

Space Complexity
Consider a launch window discretised intok bins and
a mission phase time also discretised intok bins. For
the first phasek2 Lambert problems must be sampled.
The next phase will need to sample(k + k)k = 2k2,
as the number of possible times that the planet may be
arrived at is doubled (minimum launch date, minimum
phase time to maximum launch date, maximum phase
time). The third phase will require3k2 Lambert func-
tion evaluations, and thenth phasenk2. This gives the
series

O(n) = k2 + 2k2 + 3k2 + . . .+ nk2 (15)

O(n) = k2(1 + 2 + 3 + . . .+ n) (16)

O(n) = k2n(1 + n)
2

(17)

Therefore, the amount of space required forn
phases is only of the orderO(n2), rather thanO(kn)
for full grid sampling.

Similarly, it is clear that the space complexity with re-
spect to the resolutionk, is also of the orderO(k2).

Time Complexity
The memory space required is directly proportional to
the maximum number of Lambert problems that must
be solved, and hence the time complexity of the sam-
pling portion of the GASP algorithm must also be of
the orderO(n2).

Launch energy constraint complexity: The
launch energy constraint is only applied in the first
phase, and hence is independent of the number of
swingbys. The time complexity isO(k2) with respect
to resolution.

Gravity assist thrust constraint complexity: The
time complexity of applying the gravity assist thrust
constraint isO(n2) with respect to dimensionality
(number of phases), due to the inevitable increase in
size of later phase plots to encompass all possible ar-
rival dates. The first phase requires of the order of
2k × (k + 3k) operations in order to perform the
constraining of outgoing velocity from incoming ve-
locity (the back constraining may be ignored at this
point). The second phase requires of the order of
3k × (2k + 4k) operations. In general, thenth phase
requires of the order of2n2k3 operations. Therefore,
the total number of operations over all phases is

2k2[22 +32 +42 + . . .+n2] = 2k2n(n+ 1)(2n+ 1)
3

(18)
Therefore, applying this constraint yields cubic

time complexity in dimensionality and quadratic com-
plexity in resolution.

Gravity assist angular constraint complexity:
The maximum number of swingby models that must be
calculated for the first phase is close tok× 2k× 3k =
6k3. For the second swingby, this is2k × 3k × 4k =
24k3. In general, forn phases, the upper bound on the
number of swingby calculations,α, is

α = 3× 2× 1× k3 + 4× 3× 2× k3

+5× 4× 3× k3 + . . .+ (n+ 2)(n+ 1)nk3

(19)
From [9], it can be shown that the total number of

these operations must be

α = k3
n∑

j=1

(j+2)(j+1)j = k3n(n+ 1)(n+ 2)(n+ 3)
4

.

(20)
Therefore, the overall time complexity with respect

to resolution isO(k3), while the time complexity with
respect to dimensionality isO(n4). Therefore, the
gravity assist angular constraint is the most computa-
tionally expensive and hence is applied after GA thrust
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constraint in order to minimise the number of swingby
models that must be calculated.

Overall time complexity: The overall time com-
plexity, taken from the most complex part of the al-
gorithm (the gravity assist angular constraint), is cubic
with respect to resolution and quartic with respect to
dimensionality.

4. Differential Evolution

Differential Evolution (DE) [10] is a novel incomplete
probabilistic global optimiser based on Genetic Algo-
rithms [11], and was the highest ranked GA-type algo-
rithm in the First International Contest on Evolution-
ary Computation. Following [10], scheme DE1 is used
in this work as the crossover operator as it has been
shown to perform the best on the most complex test
function examined.

5. Results

This section demonstrates the improvements that
GASP can make over Differential Evolution alone
and compares GASP with the grid sampling option of
Swingby Calculator.

Earth-Venus-Mars-Earth
The first trajectory to be considered is EVME, culmi-
nating in a flyby of Earth. This trajectory was consid-
ered in [8] as a test case for the Swingby Calculator
application developed by JAQAR Space Engineering.
The bounds chosen were as follows:

• t0 ∈ [3000, 4000] MJD2000

• t1 ∈ [14, 494] days

• t2 ∈ [21, 491] days

• t3 ∈ [25, 495] days

The above bounds are significantly more relaxed than
those used when validating swingby calculator - the
optimisation in that case took 27 minutes (on a 600
MHz Windows 98 machine) with a sample resolution
of 7 days, and 7311616 possible trajectories were con-
sidered using grid sampling. Using GASP, in total

only 45330 Lambert problems were solved and 2074
Ephemeris calculated. The sample resolution was also
higher at 5 days. Altogether, this took less than a sec-
ond on a 2.8GHz Pentium 4 processor. Applying Dif-
ferential Evolution (40 individuals, 2000 iterations) to
the located solution families took several more sec-
onds, and the best found trajectory compares closely
to that presented in [8] (see Figure 3).
To determine the reliability of the bounds created by
GASP, Differential Evolution was applied over 20 tri-
als to the reduced bounds . Fourteen out of these con-
verged to the best known minimum (5044m/s), and the
other six to the second best minimum (5058m/s, which
only requires 14m/s additional thrust). However, when
applying differential evolution alone over the full prob-
lem domain bounds, only nine out of 20 trials con-
verged to the global minimum, three to the second best
minimum and the rest on significantly poorer solutions.

These results confirm that the pruned spaces produced
by GASP are indeed valid, in that they will encom-
pass the global optimum if the thresholds are appropri-
ately chosen. Notice that these thresholds are easy to
set. Note that the use of Differential Evolution over the
entire domain did not result in any superior solutions.
Also, the level of success of DE alone on this problem
indicates that several restarts would be required in or-
der to guarantee the global optimum - GASP, by com-
parison, had a 100% success rate in finding one of the
two best solutions, and application of the GASP algo-
rithm was significantly less computationally expensive
than a single differential evolution trial (which requires
240000 Lambert solutions and 320000 Ephemeris cal-
culations)

Earth-Venus-Venus-Earth-Jupiter-Saturn transfer
with short launch window
This section considers the optimisation of an EVVEJS
transfer with an orbital insertion, where the objective
function is the minimisation of the sum of the launcher
and probe thrust. The bounds on the decision vector
were as follows:

• t0 ∈ [−1200, 600] MJD2000

• t1 ∈ [14, 284] days

• t2 ∈ [22, 442] days

• t3 ∈ [14, 284] days
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Figure 3: An optimal Earth-Venus-Mars-Earth trajectory with flyby

• t4 ∈ [99, 1989] days

• t5 ∈ [366, 7316] days

GASP was applied to this problem with a sampling
resolution of 10 days. In order to complete the sam-
pling, 144498 Lambert problem solutions and 3749
Ephemeris calculations were required

The following constraints were defined in the GASP
algorithm:

• THEV = 8000m/s

• TGA1....4 = 1000m/s

• TBrake = 5000m/s

This configuration yields two major solution families,
one with a launch window of -920 to -660MJD2000,
and the other 280 to 490MJD2000. Differential Evolu-
tion was applied to the accumulation of each solution
family (the tightest decision vector bounds that all so-
lution family nodes exist within). A population of 40
individuals was used and a terminal number of 2000
iterations were allowed. Note that this corresponds to
40 × 2000 × 5 = 400000 Lambert problem solutions
and480000 Ephemeris calculations.

The later launch window was eliminated immediately
as applying Differential Evolution did not yield any
valid solutions. Further optimisation on this launch
window has consistently optimised to the same invalid
minima.

The earlier launch window proved much more promis-
ing and, as a consequence, 20 optimisation trials were
performed. Of these trials, 19 found the second best
known optima to this problem (5225m/s) to within
1m/s, and one came close to the best known optimum,
(4870m/s). Experimentation has shown this minimum
has a very small basin of attraction with respect to this
objective function, and is exceptionally hard to find
even in the reduced search space.

When applying Differential Evolution alone to the en-
tire search space, only 7 out of the 20 trials found the
second best minimum, and none the best known. Us-
ing GASP, it is apparent that there is an extremely high
probability that at least the second best solution will be
found.

In subsequent trials, the objective function was altered
to penalise any trajectory with hyperbolic excess ve-
locity of greater than 3000m/s. Only two of 20 of the
GASP constrained trials failed to find the best known
solution to within 10m/s in this case (instead finding
the second best one), while again 7 out of 20 optimi-
sation of the entire domain found the second best solu-
tion, and none located the best.

Again, these results highlight the significant advan-
tages of using the GASP algorithm. Not only does
it allow effective visualisation of the search space, but
it drastically reduces the requirement for optimisation
restarts in order to find good solutions, and at a frac-
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tion of the computational expense of an optimisation
restart.

Earth-Venus-Venus-Earth-Jupiter-Saturn transfer
with long launch window
The above optimisation problem was retested with
identical parameters apart from the initial launch win-
dow being 10000 days (over 27 years) rather than
1800. Applying GASP to this search space re-
quired 496865 Lambert problem solutions, and 11949
Ephemeris calculations. 111 Megabytes of memory
were allocated for the grid sampled tables. The C3
constraint was here lowered from 8000m/s to 5500m/s,
reducing the number of solution families to only two -
these corresponded very closely to the solution fami-
lies located for the short launch window.

Applying Differential Evolution alone to the entire do-
main in 20 trials (with the same parameters) yielded
only 4 trials that came close to the second best minima.
When Differential Evolution was applied the GASP
defined bounds, all 20 trials located the second best
known minima. Therefore, although GASP does not
guarantee that the global optimum can be located on
this problem, it certainly increases the probability of
locating good solutions.

6. Conclusions

This paper has described the Gravity Assist Space
Pruning algorithm, proved that it has both polynomial
time and space complexity, and furthermore demon-
strated that it produces significant benefits over opti-
mising the entire domain with relatively little compu-
tational expense. Additionally, the GASP algorithm
allows intuitive visualisation of a high dimensional
search space, and facilitates the identification of launch
windows and alternative mission options.
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Roles of Solar Power from Space for Europe:
Selected Results of the First Phase of the European

SPS Programme Plan
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Abstract

This paper presents the prospective roles of SPS concepts for Europe, shows the outcome of the studies undertaken
by ESA during the first phase of the European SPS Programme Plan and gives insight into the planned activities.
These studies, performed by European industry and research centres in close cooperation with the ESA Advanced
Concepts Team, were all directed towards the main goal of the first phase, the assessment of the principal validity
and viability of solar power from space concepts in the light of advances in alternative sustainable, clean and
potentially abundant solar based terrestrial concepts, taking into account expected changes in the European energy
system (e.g. gradual introduction of hydrogen as energy vector).

Special emphasis is given to the possibilities of integrating space and terrestrial solar plants. Depending on
the timescale and geographic location considered, solar thermal options or solar photovoltaic options are more
advantageous, the benefits of the latter becoming more attractive the further into the future the comparison and the
greater the distance to the geographic equator.

Laser and microwave power transmission are also considered. While laser power transmission offers funda-
mental advantages with regard to integration into terrestrial solar power plants, the availability of existing ground
receivers, power management and power distribution systems are also beneficial to the economics of the more
efficient microwave systems.

The relative proximity of good locations in the Sahara desert to the large European energy consumer market
puts Europe in a special position regarding the integration of space and terrestrial solar power concepts. This paper
presents a method to optimise such an integration, taking into account different possible orbital constellations,
terrestrial locations, plant numbers and sizes as well as consumer profiles and extends the scope from the European-
only to a multi continental approach including the fast growing Chinese electricity market.

This work intends to contribute to the discussion on long-term options for the European commitment to durable
CO2 emission reduction, which probably requires substantial changes in our energy system. Cleaner electricity
generation and environmentally neutral transport fuels (e.g. solar generated hydrogen) are two major tools to reach
this goal.
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Introduction

ESA started in 2002, in the framework of its Ad-
vanced Concepts Team, a multiyear programme related
to SPS. The programme is divided into three phases.[2]
The outcome of the first phase, the “General Viability
Phase” will be presented in this paper.[3]

Objectives

Solar power satellites receive renewed attention by a
larger audience in a cyclic manner. The reason for this
pattern might be the intermediate nature of the concept:
too advanced for mainstream programmes but also too
attractive as a long term solution for a range of energy
related problems to be neglected.

ESA’s activities have to be seen against this back-
ground. Having acknowledged the fact that there are
no principal technical “show-stoppers”, and that con-
ceptual and technological progress has reduced the to-
tal orbital masses significantly and gradually over the
last 30 years (with little reason to believe that this trend
will change soon), the first objective was to assess the
larger general viability of the concepts.

While such assessments have been undertaken in
the past, most of them were based on either a compar-
ison of only finale/kWh electricity generation costs,
or done from an SPS perspective without input from
experts in other energy systems (and thus sometimes
based on inconsistent technology maturity levels).

The overall analysis was divided into two main cat-
egories:

1. Space-to-Earth energy systems (classic SPS con-
cepts)

2. Space-to-Space energy systems (for space ex-
ploration and utilisation)

For the Space-to-Earth category, the classic appli-
cation of SPS concepts as introduced by Peter Glaser
in 1968[1], the general framework for the validation
phase was as follows:

1. limitation to the wider continental European
context;

2. comparison only with comparable terrestrial so-
lar power systems;

3. inclusion of a comparison of energy payback
times;

4. comparison of technologies at same technology
maturity levels;

5. integration into realistic projections of European
energy demand patterns in 2025/30.

The limitation to only European scenarios (with a
wide interpretation of Europe) imposes some severe re-
strictions since most SPS scenarios studied in the past
were designed to be inherently global. This restriction
was felt to be important so that such stations could be
integrated into a 2025/30 European electricity system
with realistic demand profiles.

The restriction of the comparison to only solar
power systems makes the comparison easier and fairer
but also implies that very large scenarios are less real-
istic for the terrestrial option (e.g. solar power systems
supplying more than 50% of the total demand).

Given that one regular criticism of SPS systems
relates the perception that energy pay-back times are
high (for terrestrial as much as for space systems), their
thorough assessment was an integral part of the com-
parison. It is furthermore important to note that the
comparison was based on actual component material
energy costs (contrary to the easier but less accurate
cost-energy relationship).

Integration: space and terrestrial plants

Given the different levels of technology maturity for
space and terrestrial solar power concepts, and the high
share of the storage costs for terrestrial base-load sys-
tems, the possible mutual advantages of an integra-
tion of space and terrestrial solar power plants were
assessed.

In-space applications

For the space-to-space category, the assessment was
limited to three classes of applications:

1. Earth orbit applications;

2. Lunar and Martian surface applications;

3. interplanetary spacecraft.

For each class, one or two typical missions were
taken as basis. The main validation criterion was the
total mass for similar power levels available at the re-
ceiving spacecraft. The alternatives for all three cases
are either solar panels at the level of the spacecraft
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or, in the case of surface missions and interplanetary
spacecraft, nuclear power sources.

Motivation

The motivation for the SPS programme plan can be di-
vided into a global dimension and a European dimen-
sion for space to Earth option studies.

Global Dimension

On a global, long-term scale, there are three major pa-
rameters that have to be considered in connection with
the energy system for the 21st century and beyond.

First, according to past experience and all current
projections, global energy need will continue to rise in
close connection with the increasing world population.

Second, energy availability and use are closely
connected to living standards and development degree,
notwithstanding the significant influence of differing
regional climates and lifestyles. Currently, the average
primary energy consumption per capita worldwide is
about 17 000kWh/year. It is more than 5 times higher
in North America (100 000kWh/year) but only 4
and 10kWh/year in the most populated and rapidly
growing parts of the world, Africa and Southeast-Asia
respectively.[4]

Therefore, if the natural increase of total power
consumption due to population increase is to be ac-
companied by an increase of average power level stan-
dards in the developing world, total power need growth
will accelerate.

Third, a significant portion of the global green-
house gas (GHG) emission stems from the production
of electricity (40%) and from transport (21%). Despite
the continuous decrease of carbon intensity over the
last 30 years, the decrease has not been and will prob-
ably not be sufficient to stabilize or reduce the total
CO2 emissions due to the more rapid increase of to-
tal power consumption. According to the International
Energy Agency, worldwide carbon-dioxide emissions
will rise to 38 billion tons per year from the current 16
billion tons (increase of 70%).[4]

In addition, new energy needs are likely to alter the
situation: currently, one foreseen factor is the gradual
increase of the fraction of global population subject to
severe fresh water stress. Energy-demanding desalina-
tion plants will be part of the solution to this problem.

Health issues due to metropolitan pollution levels
caused by fossil fuel based traffic are likely to add ad-

ditional arguments for a change of the global energy
system.

While solar power from space certainly is notthe
solution, it constitutes an attractive option: it is almost
entirely free of GHG emissions, available at very large
scales and potentially at any place on the globe, and it
has the potential to be integrated into a hydrogen based
economy.

European Dimension

A significant portion of European power plants were
built 30 to 40 years ago and are reaching the end of
their nominal lifetime. Against this background a num-
ber of European countries have recently started an en-
ergy debate on the choices for the future European en-
ergy system.[5]

The International Energy Agency estimates the re-
quired investment into the construction of new power
plants to substitute part of the ageing ones to be 531
Be until 2020.[4]

The European Commission and many European
countries are actively and substantially supporting the
gradual increase of the total share of power production
extracted from renewable energy sources.

The European Commission has set the ambitious
target of doubling the share of renewable energy con-
sumption from the current 6% to 12% by the end of
this decade. Excluding the probably constant share of
hydropower (4%) this means a four-fold increase of the
share of essentially wind, solar and biomass.[6]

In addition, the overall energy import dependence
of the (enlarged) European Union is expected to in-
crease from the current 50% to 70%.[6] While growing
import dependence is not necessarily a threat to secu-
rity supply as such, it certainly will increase the interest
for alternatives with the potential to this trend.

While large scale terrestrial or space solar power
plants are not expected to play any significant role in
the energy system within the next 20 years, the next
large energy discussion after the current one is likely
to take place around 2020/30.

Given the long technology maturation times as well
as the long life-cycles of power plants, one of the long-
term objectives of the current SPS Programme Plan is
to bring the topic to a level of maturity that will allow
it to be taken into account for this next round of larger
debates on future energy systems.
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Space Dimension

With current technology, a range of space missions are
not feasible without the use of nuclear power sources.
In addition to outer solar system missions beyond the
orbit of Jupiter where the intensity of solar irradiation
is too low for reasonably sized solar panel powered
spacecraft, several planetary and lunar surface mis-
sions also rely on nuclear power sources (e.g. all past
successful Martian surface missions used at least ra-
dioisotope heating units or radioisotope thermoelectric
generators). For the result of these activities we refer
to [7].

European Approach — Methodol-
ogy

The first step was taken in August 2002 with the cre-
ation of the European Network on Solar Power from
Space.[2, 3] It provides a forum for all relevant and in-
terested European players in the field of SPS, including
industry, academia and institutions.

After the definition of the main aspects of the
SPS Programme Plan with its three phases as de-
scribed in [2], the activities were done in parallel by
ESA (internally within studies by the Advanced Con-
cepts Team) and by European industrial and academic
contractors.[8, 2, 9, 10, 11]

Given the importance of the European terrestrial
solar energy research community, the scope of the va-
lidity phase and the relatively restricted size of the Eu-
ropean SPS community, the involvement of experts on
terrestrial solar power applications and the larger Eu-
ropean energy sector was necessary for the space-to-
Earth industrial assessment studies.

Two parallel industrial studies were undertaken.
The two consortia were led by independent energy
consultant companies and regrouped space as well as
terrestrial solar power expertise in form of subcontrac-
tors.

Two technical workshops accompanied the studies,
ensuring the same basic underlying assumptions and
technology maturity levels of system and subsystem
technologies.

For the space to Earth scenarios, the focus was not
on the development of new designs for space systems,
but emphasis was given to the integration of the most
recent and up-to-date designs available into the com-
parison models. In the case of large scale terrestrial

solar power plants, reasonable upscaling of currently
operating plants was possible by taking into account
the assumed technology progress.

Power Consumption Profile

The power need scenario was divided into the provi-
sion of base-load power and the provision of peak-load
power. For this purpose, base-load power was defined
as the constant provision of the lowest daily demand
level. Peak load power was then defined as “non-base-
load” power as shown in figure 1, which also gives the
typical daily power lead profile for Europe.

Supply Scenarios

Solar power satellites are frequently proposed in the
multi-GW region, while terrestrial plants are currently
proposed in the severalMW region. In order to derive
the scaling factors for space and terrestrial solar power
plants, different plant sizes ranging from500 MWe to
150 GWe and500 GWe for the peak-load and base-
load scenarios respectively have been considered.

Treatment of Launch Costs

Launch cost is the single most important parameter in
assessing the economic viability of solar power satel-
lites. The assumption of fixed launch costs would pre-
determine the outcome of system comparison studies.

As a consequence, launch costs were treated as
open parameters for the present assessments between
boundaries given by the current launch cost as upper
and the fuel costs as lower limit.

In order to overcome the “chicken-egg” problem
of: the launch frequency required by the construction
of SPS reduces the launch costs to values required
for the economic construction and operation of SPS,
a “learning curve approach” was agreed upon by both
consortia. Starting from current launch costs, a 20%
reduction was assumed by each doubling of the total
launch mass. (progress rate of0.8)

In a first step, space and terrestrial plants were
compared excluding launch costs. This comparison
and the total cost difference were then taken to de-
termine the maximum allowed launch costs for the
space scenario in order to be competitive with terres-
trial plants.

In a third step, the progress rate was used to de-
termine the reduction of the launch costs due to the
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launches of SPS components for all scenarios. This
value was then compared to the required value to be-
come competitive for a certain scenario as determined
in step two. The approach did not take into account a
multiplication factor due to the opening of additional
markets created by lower launch costs.

Reference Systems

Terrestrial Solar Power Plants

The two consortia have chosen different terrestrial ref-
erence systems for the basis of their comparison. For
the base-load power supply scenario, one consortium
opted for a system of multiple250 MWe solar ther-
mal tower units distributed within the south European
sunbelt region including Turkey, the other consortium
based their analysis on a solar thermal trough system
installed in an non-populated area in Egypt. PV plants
were considered by both consortia as higher cost alter-
natives.

The system of choice for the comparison done by
one consortia for the peak load power supply was
a highly distributed PV based scenario, where the
amount of unused, potentially available and usable
building surfaces were taken into consideration.

For a detailed description of the solar thermal and
terrestrial PV technologies, we refer to [12, 13, 14, 15,
16, 17, 18, 19, 20].

PV System Technology

The assumptions of for 2025/30 PV technology are a
20% PV module efficiency based on a 3rd generation
multi-junction cell. The state of the art turn-key to-
tal investment costs are assumed at 4500e/kWp at a
current total capacity of 2GWp. The cost calculations
for the 2025/30 scenarios for terrestrial as well as for
space based PV power plants were based on a 20% cost
reduction by each production doubling (which corre-
sponds to the trend of the last decade) until the total
installed capacity reaches 500GWp when the reduc-
tion per each doubling was assumed to be only 8%.

A total plant life-time of 25 years with operations
and maintenance costs of about 2-3% were taken as
basis.

Solar Thermal Technology

Solar thermal technology for electric power plants is
more mature than PV technology for power plants and
under certain conditions already competitive to tradi-
tional fossil fuel based plants.[15, 14] This is valid for
solar thermal trough plants as well as for solar tower
plants. The schematic layouts of a solar thermal trough
and tower plants are shown in figure 2 and figure 3.

A state of the art costs of 225e/m2 of effec-
tive trough collector area have been assumed with
additional 800e/kWe for the power block and 30
e/kWhth for the thermal storage. For the 2025/30
scenario, a progress rate of0.88 was assumed (12% de-
crease per each doubling of installed capacity), chang-
ing to 0.96 after installation of 500 millionm2 of ef-
fective collector area. (2004: about2.3 million m2)

The baseline for solar thermal tower plants was an
unit size of220 MWe covering an area of14 km2

with a capacity factor of73%. The current levelized
electricity costs (LEC) of0.042e/kWhe are expected
to fall to 0.03e/kWhe by 2025/30.

Storage Systems

The Egypt based solar thermal trough plant relied on
the availability of adapted local terrain features for the
implementation of a pumped hydrostorage system.

The distributed solar thermal tower scenario uses
local compressed hydrogen storage units as a baseline
(pumped hydrostorage was considered as an alternative
in case of appropriate local terrain).

State of the art pumped hydrostorage plants
(1 GW , 6 GWh, discharge efficiency of75%) present
an investment cost of about 14e/kWh+ 700 e/kW
that is assumed to decrease by 15% to approximately
12e/kWh + 600 e/kW with operation costs of 4
e/MWh (4 GW , 24 GWh, discharge efficiency of
85%).[21]

In case of the hydrogen storage system for 2025,
investment costs of the electrolyzer are assumed to be
500 e/kW of power of produced hydrogen, corre-
sponding operation and maintenance costs of 1.5% of
the overall investment costs. For the pressure storage
vessel 1.92 millione are estimated per each unit. Fi-
nally, for the re-conversion equipment, 500e/kWe of
investment costs and 0.01e per producedkWhe are
assumed.
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Figure 1: Definition of base-load and peak-load power.

Transmission Systems

The scenario based on a central large terrestrial solar
trough plant in Egypt relies on relatively long power
transmission lines. The chosen technology was high
voltage direct current (HVDC) lines with a capacity
of 5 GWe per line as of today and an expected in-
crease to6.5 GWe by 2025/30. This also reduces the
total cost from today60 Me/(1000 km · 1GW ) to
46 Me/(1000 km ·1GW ) with a constant cost for the
required DC-AC converter stations of350 Me each.
Operations and maintenance were taken into account
at 1% of the total investment costs.

The scenario based on distributed solar tower
plants in the European sunbelt does not require sig-
nificant additional transmission capacity for scenarios
up to100 GWe above which the concepts rely on the
HVDC current technology.

Space Solar Power Plant

Given the restriction to European scenarios, only geo-
stationary space scenarios were taken into account.
While one consortium has chosen wireless power
transmission by laser, the other preferred the5.8 GHz
microwave wavelength. Both consortia have chosen
land terrain for the terrestrial receiver sites (instead of
sea-based receivers).

No new space solar power segments were devel-
oped in the frame of the first phase of the SPS Pro-

gramme Plan, but the analysis relied on technical as-
sumptions of the European Sailtower concept, the con-
cepts proposed during the NASA Fresh Look and
follow-on studies as well as Japanese concepts.[22, 23,
24]

Comparison Results

Base-load Power Supply

In the case of base-load scenarios, terrestrial solar
tower plants with local hydrogen storage capacities
promise electricity generation costs between 9 and 7.6
ecent/kWh for the smallest (500 MWe) and the
largest (500 GWe) plants respectively. Solar power
satellites are not competitive with the lower scenarios
even at zero launch costs.

For the5 GWe and higher scenarios, launch costs
between 620 and 770e/kg are required for SPS to
be competitive with terrestrial plants. In case local
pumped hydrostorage facilities are available, the re-
quired launch costs would be significantly lower with
roughly one third of these values.(Table 1)

Non base-load Power Supply

For non-base-load scenarios, solar tower plants with
local hydrogen storage capacities have generation costs
between 10e/kWh for the smallest scenarios to 53
ecent/kWh for the largest (150 GWe) plants. Solar
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Figure 2: Schematic representation of a solar thermal trough plant.

power satellites reach potentially competitive electric-
ity generation costs above relatively large plant sizes
of about50 GWe.

For the50 GWe and higher scenarios, launch costs
between 155 and 1615e/kg would be required for
SPS to reach a competitive level to terrestrial plants.
In case local pumped hydrostorage facilities are avail-
able, the required launch costs would be lowered by
about a factor two.(Table )

Comparison of Energy payback times

Given the high uncertainty inherent to some of the
system aspects, a comparison of space and terrestrial
plants based on only physics parameters was done.
Contrary to past work, energy values were calculated
without using an assumede-Joule connection, but tak-
ing as a basis energy intensities for subsystem compo-
nents and materials (specialised databases).

For all regarded cases, the energy payback times
for space and terrestrial solar power plants were lower
or equal to one year. For the Egypt-based terrestrial
system, the energy payback times seem to be slightly
higher than for the distributed system in the European
solar belt. In both cases, from a purely energetic point,
solar power satellites promise a slightly shorter energy
payback time.

Globalisationof Results

The assessment of the first phase was deliberately lim-
ited to European scenarios and did not take into ac-
count potential global dimensions. Space activities
however are inherently global and the ability of space
segments to supply power to multiple distant ground
segments has not been taken into account yet.

An internal assessment together with the Univer-
sity Politecnico di Milano (I) investigates ways of com-
bining space segments with multiple ground stations.
The number of variables, especially the orbital para-
meters and the location of the ground station (and the
associated local solar irradiation profile and distance to
consumer centres) calls for a global optimisation ap-
proach.

In order to overcome one of the drawbacks of as-
sessments targeting only global scenarios, their non-
integration into actual consumer profiles, the model
was first designed to supply only two plants supplying
the two specific consumption profiles of Europe and
China, currently the fastest growing electricity market.

System Model

For a preliminary analysis of a combined terrestrial-
space power system we implemented a simplified
model made of two parts.

The terrestrial segment is modelled as two ex-
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Table 1: Comparison of base-load supply scenarios with RF based space systems
and distributed terrestrial solar tower plants. (pumped hydro-storage option sce-
narios in brackets)

Total Power Concept electricity generation permitted launch
SupplyGWe coste/kWh coste/kg (LEO)

0.5 terrestrial 0.090 (0.059)
space 0.280 (0.280) -

5 terrestrial 0.082 (0.053)
space 0.044 (0.044) 750 (200)

10 terrestrial 0.080 (0.051)
space 0.047 (0.046) 620 (90)

50 terrestrial 0.076 (0.049)
space 0.035 (0.034) 770 (270)

100 terrestrial 0.075 (0.047)
space 0.034 (0.033) 770 (250)

500 terrestrial 0.076 (0.050)
space 0.039 (0.039) 670 (210)

Table 2: Comparison of peak-load supply scenarios with RF based space sys-
tems and distributed terrestrial solar tower plants. (pumped hydro-storage option
scenarios in brackets)

Total Power Concept electricity generation permitted launch
SupplyGWe coste/kWh coste/kg (LEO)

0.5 terrestrial 10.6 (10.2)
space 441 -

5 terrestrial 7.6 (6.6)
space 36 -

10 terrestrial 5.3 (4.0)
space 19 -

50 terrestrial 1.09 (0.7)
space 0.871 155 (-)

100 terrestrial 0.673 (0.48)
space 0.246 (0.245) 958 (540)

150 terrestrial 0.532 (0.280)
space 0.131 (0.130) 1615 (605)
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Figure 3: Schematic representation of a solar thermal tower plant.

tended solar arrays fixed on the surface of the Earth
and with normal of the array surface aligned with the
local normal vector.

The longitude and latitude coordinates of the two
ground installationsλ1, θ1 andλ2, θ2 are free to vary
in a limited domain corresponding to the Sahara desert
and to the Gobi desert respectively for Europe and
China. A limit of 10 degrees on the minimum elevation
angle is included.

The orbit of the space segment is propagated an-
alytically without considering any orbit perturbation.
The five parameters (a, e, i, ω,Ω) of the orbit are left
free to vary in a given range. The SPS is modelled as a
point mass to which the surfaceA of an equivalent ex-
tended solar array is associated. The surface is used to
compute the total power generated and total dry mass
of the spacecraft considering a solar array with a mass
ratio of0.5 kg/W .

The normal to the SPS array surface is aligned with
the normal to the osculating orbital plane and no model
for attitude or solar array orientation is implemented.
The power beam has a steering cone of 30 degrees and
the power transmission is off during eclipses.

In addition the propellant weight required to trans-
fer the SPS from a200 km circular orbit to the oper-
ational orbit is considered, plus the mass of the tanks
is computed as 10% of the mass of the propellant. In

order to take into account the effects of orbit perturba-
tions on the pericentre anomaly and on the ascending
node, an additional propellant mass for orbit mainte-
nance is added to the overall mass of the space seg-
ment. Orbit perturbations are estimated taking into ac-
count just the effects of J2.

On Earth the model for power storage is obtained
by simply computing the exceed power times the time
step (1 hour) times an efficiency that takes into account
the total power loss from the produced power to the
used power (currently assumed at about 60%). The
total power loads for Europe and China are given in
terms of tabulated data and were interpolated on the
required time span.

Multi-objective Optimisation

The problem can be stated as follows:

min
x∈D

F (x) =
{
f1(x) = stored energy
f2(x) = SPS mass in orbit

(21)

subject to the constraint

Pout ≥ Pload, (22)

where thePout is the instantaneous power delivered by
the combined terrestrial-space system including store
andPload is the power required.
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This is a multi-objective optimisation problem with
a number of possible solutions. The way this can be
effectively solved is to use a global evolutionary ap-
proach that is able to generate a good part of the Pareto
set. The Pareto set is made of all non-dominated pairs
of [f1, f2], where a non-dominated pair is such that no
other pair is better in bothf1 and f2. In this paper
the problem is solved with a Matlab tool developed for
global optimisation (EPIC — Evolutionary Program-
ming and Interval Computation) that was extended to
treat multi-objective problems.

The first results have demonstrated the principal
applicability of the method to this problem. Further
investigations are ongoing.

Conclusions

The overall conclusions of the first phase of the SPS
Programme plan can be summarized with several
points.

While terrestrial solar power plants will certainly
play an increasing part in European electricity produc-
tion in the next 20 years, solar power satellites are too
technically immature and economically unfeasible to
play any role until 2025, within the timeframe studied.

The competitiveness of the space option increases
with increasing total plant sizes. Under the given as-
sumptions, space options are not competitive with ter-
restrial plants for relatively small solar power plants,
depending on the type, from5 to 50 GWe.

Earth-to-orbit transportation is the single most im-
portant factor requiring a decrease of more than one
order of magnitude compared to current launch costs.
Depending on the plant size, launch costs between 155
and 1615e/kgLEO for peak-load and around 600-700
e/kgLEO for base-load supply scenarios are necessary
to be competitive with terrestrial solar power plants.

The combination of space and terrestrial solar
plants, where the terrestrial plant is converting laser
power from the space segment, in addition to solar
power provides no economic advantage in terms of lev-
elized electricity costs over terrestrial only solutions.

The extension of combined systems to worldwide
scenarios with globally distributed ground stations is
complex if realistic consumption profiles are taken into
account. Global optimisation methods are currently
studied for these cases, starting with just two ground
stations, delivering to Europe and China.
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Abstract

Global optimisation problems arise daily in almost all operational and managerial phases of a space mission. A
Large amount of computing power is often required to solve this kind of problem, together with development of
algorithms tuned to the particular problem under study. In this paper a generic distributed computing environment,
built for the internal European Space Agency network but adaptable to generic networks, is introduced and used
to distribute different global optimisation techniques. Differential Evolution, Particle Swarm Optimisation and
Monte Carlo Method have been distributed so far and tested upon different problems to show the functionality
of the environment. Both simple and multi-objective optimisation have been implemented, and the possibility
of implementing other global optimisation techniques and integrating them into one single global optimiser has
been left open. The final aim is to obtain a single distributed global multi-objective optimiser that is able to learn
autonomously the best strategy to tackle a generic “black-box” problem.
Keywords: distributed computing, idle-processing, global optimisation, differential evolution, particle swarm
optimisation, Monte Carlo methods.

1. THE DISTRIBUTED COMPUT-
ING ENVIRONMENT

Our distributed computing architecture follows the
scheme of a generic server-client model [1]: it con-
sists of a central computer (server) and a number of
user computers (clients). The architecture is divided
into three layers on both the server and the client side
(Figure 1). This promotes the modular development of
the whole system: for example, the computation layer
of the clients (involving the optimisation solver mod-
ules) can be developed and maintained independently
of the other client layers.

The main tasks of the server are the following: pre-
processing the whole computing (optimisation) prob-

lem by disassembling it into subproblems; distributing
sets of subproblems among the clients; and generating
the final result of the computation by assembling solu-
tions received from the clients.

On the opposite side, the client computers ask for
subproblems, solve them and send back the results to
the server. As with many current distributed applica-
tions (employing common user desktop machines), our
approach is also based on the utilisation of the idle time
of the clients. More precisely, a client only asks for
a subproblem when there is no user activity detected
either on the mouse or on the keyboard. In our en-
vironment we hide the client computations behind a
screen saver, similarly to the most widely-known dis-
tributed computing project, the SETI@home project
(http://setiathome.ssl.berkeley.edu).

55
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Figure 1: Architecture of the distributed environment.

As shown in Figure 1, the basic functions of the in-
dividual layers are the same for both the client and the
server. The uppermost layers are visible to the client
users and for the server administrator. These layers
contain the screen saver (client) and a server progress-
monitoring user interface (displaying the actual state
of the computation process), on the server.

The top-level layers communicate with the real
computation layers that are performing the numeri-
cal tasks. The computation layers are responsible for
disassembling, distributing and assembling the whole
computation task (server), and evaluating the subprob-
lems (clients).

The lowermost, so-called message management
layers maintain connection with the computation lay-
ers, and send and receive the problem and solution
‘packages’between the client and the server. This ser-
vice was implemented by network sockets using the
Windows Sockets version 2 Application Programming
Interface [2].

The environment was programmed in Visual C++,
extensively utilising the advantages of the object-
oriented language. The introduction of the detailed ar-
chitecture is a subject of separate, forthcoming publi-
cations (due to its extent); here we restrict ourselves to
giving a short overview on the key concepts and build-
ing blocks.

The environment provides several data storage
types (classes) to program the various solvers in an
easier way. The basic data type is called SOLPAIR;
it is the representation of an(x, f(x)) ⊂ Rn × Rm

pair. Both components are implemented as a variable
size vector, which allows us to deal with single and
multi-objective optimisation problems, constraint sat-
isfaction problems (with no objective function), and
virtually every kind of distributable (not necessarily

optimisation) problems. For population-based solvers,
it was particularly useful to have a POPULATION stor-
age class, which is simply a set (list) of SOLPAIRs.
The basic storage types used during the client-server
communication are called ‘packages’: the most impor-
tant one is a base class called PSPACKAGE, which is
used to derive the specific problem and solution pack-
ages for the particular solvers. A package typically in-
volves a data storage object (such as a POPULATION)
together with instruction (server) and solution (client)
information. All the above classes have member func-
tions which transform the data to and from a stream
of characters. The latter data type is used by the mes-
sage management routines to transfer the data onto the
network.

The server computation layer is based on a C++ ab-
stract class called SERVER. The particular servers (be-
ing composed by various strategies to solve the whole
problem) are derived from this class. On the other
hand, each client computation layer contains the set of
available solvers. The solvers are derived from an ab-
stract SOLVER class. This means that the environment
can be arbitrarily extended by adding server and solver
classes. Moreover, since each problem package (sent
out to the client) is solved by one specified solver, var-
ious server strategies can be tested without changing
the client application. It is very important that the so-
lution packages should always be kept in a consistent
state by the solver: if the computation is interrupted
by a user action, a fraction (but still useful part) of the
whole solution is sent back to the server.

The optimisation problems are implemented as in-
stances of an OPTPROB class: in practice, this means
that for every optimisation problem the user should
provide the following routines: function evaluation at
a given point, random generation of a feasible point,
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feasibility checking of a given point (and its substitu-
tion with a feasible point in case of infeasibility), and
a routine implementing a preference relation between
every two feasible solutions.

2. THE GLOBAL OPTIMISA-
TION ALGORITHMS

In the present version of the software, there are three
different optimisation solvers available:

1. Monte–Carlo search (MC, [3]). In this method,
the server requests that the clients create a cer-
tain number of independent random samples
from the feasible search space (using uniform
distribution in each variable) and sends the most
promising solution back to the server. The server
maintains a set of the best solutions received
(Pareto optimality criteria are used in the case
of multi-objective optimisation problems).

2. Differential Evolution (DE). This novel optimi-
sation algorithm is based on updating each ele-
ment of a set (population) of feasible solutions
by using the difference of two other randomly
selected population elements. The method is de-
scribed in detail in [4]. In our environment the
DE server updates a fixed-size main population,
and each problem package consists of a request
to evolve a randomly-selected subpopulation for
a specified number of iterations. The main popu-
lation is then updated by the returned population
with respect to the preference relation of the par-
ticular problem.

3. Particle Swarm optimisation (PSO). This is an-
other population-based algorithm inspired by the
social behaviour of bird or fish flockings [5]. In
a PSO method, each element (particle) evolves
by taking the combination of the current global
best and individual best solutions into account.
In the proposed distributed version of the PSO
method, the server updates a main population
and sends request to the clients to evolve a ran-
dom subpopulation (in the same way as for the
DE algorithm). This distributed variant shows
similarities with the Multi-Swarm optimisation
techniques [6] developed as a possible improve-
ment of the PSO algorithm.

3. THE OPTIMISATION PROB-
LEMS

Originally, our method was designed to deal with
bound-constrained optimisation problems:

minf(x) (23)

subject to x ∈ D, (24)

whereD = [Li, Ui], Li, Ui ∈ R, and the objective
function f : Rn → Rm is continuous inD. Never-
theless, the currently implemented solvers allow us to
handle a certain group of inequality-constrained prob-
lems as well: namely, optimisation problems which, in
addition to (24), have further inequality constraints in
the form of

gi,1(x1, . . . , xi−1) ≤ xi ≤ gi,2(x1, . . . , xi−1), ∀i,
(25)

where the exact upper bound ofgi,1 and the exact lower
bound ofgi,2 can be determined in a machine com-
putable form (e.g. as an expression or a subroutine)
for all xj ∈ [Lj , Uj ], j = 1, . . . , i − 1. In this way
we are able to substitute any unfeasible solution with a
‘close’ feasible solution located on the boundary of the
feasible set. (Note, that the radio occultation problem
described below can be formalized as a constrained
problem in the above form: when generating feasible
orbital elements, both the eccentricity (more precisely,
the radius of perigee) and the orbital period is bounded
by a function of the semi-major axis.)

We performed the numerical tests on the following
hard test problems:

1. SAT: The radio-occultation problem described
in [7]. This is a constellation optimisation prob-
lem with a known best solution and with a com-
plex objective function structure. The optimi-
sation has a dual objective, that of maximising
the number of satellite occultations and that of
distributing the occultations uniformly on the
latitudes. This last objective is described by
the standard deviation of the occultation number
sampling at different latitude stripes.

2. RB: The generalisation of the Rosenbrock global
optimisation test function [8] given by minimis-
ing

f(x) =
n−1∑
i=1

(100(xi+1−x2
i )

2+(xi−1)2). (26)
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We have usedn = 50 and xi ∈
[−5.12, 5.12], i = 1, . . . , n.

3. LJ: A potential energy minimisation problem
for the Lennard-Jones atom cluster ford = 38
atoms [9]. The potential is given by

f(p) =
∑

1≤i<j≤d

4((1/rij)12 − (1/rij)6), (27)

wherepi = (xi, yi, zi), i = 1, . . . , d is the lo-
cation of theith atom, andrij is the Euclidean
distance between atomsi andj. We have used
x1 = y1 = z1 = y2 = z2 = z3 = 0 and
xi ∈ [0, 6], yi, zi ∈ [−3, 3] for all other vari-
ables. (Thus, (27) withd = 38 corresponds to
ann = 108–dimensional problem.) This prob-
lem has important practical generalisations and
it serves as a good test case for parallel and dis-
tributed solvers. The chosen problem instance is
perhaps the most challenging one in the range of
1 ≤ n ≤ 50. (Note that we did not intend to
improve the best existing solution – the global
optimality of this solution is not yet proven and
this would definitely require far more sophisti-
cated algorithms and problem formulation.)

4. PRELIMINARY TEST RE-
SULTS

We solved the above problems with each solver several
times. The solver parameters related to the distributed
implementations were the following:

- Population-related settings of the DE and PSO
solvers:

- The size of the main population was set to
MP = 5n for all problems.

- The size of the subpopulations was set to
SP = MP/5 for problems SAT and RB,
and toSP = MP/10 for problem LJ. The
reason for the latter setting was that we
had to limit the size of problem and solu-
tion packages to about 30Kbytes in order
to keep the network communication traffic
within certain bounds.

- The allowed number of iterations for
evolving the subpopulations was chosen to

be IT = 2000 for problems RB and LJ,
and toIT = 200 for problem SAT.

- In the case of the MC solver, the allowed number
of random sample generation per package was
IT · SP .

- For all solvers, the number of function evalu-
ations was limited to240 000, 5 000 000, and
5 400 000 for problems SAT, RB, and LJ, respec-
tively.

The further control parameters of the DE and PSO
algorithms were the default values taken from the im-
plementations [10] and [11], respectively. For the DE,
we employed the algorithm variant cited as ‘DE1’ in
the above reference.

The computations were performed during normal
working days at the European Space Research and
Technology Centre (ESTEC). The client application
(hidden behind the screen saver) was installed on nine
Windows–XP desktops. The sum of the CPU frequen-
cies of the computers was approximately 15.1 GHz,
which corresponds to a double-precision theoretical
peak performance of about 15.1 Gflops. The results
are summarized in Table 1 with respect to thebest
achieved objective function values. (The variance of
the individual test results was small for all strategies,
thus these values can serve as a valid base of compar-
ison.) The last line of the table shows the previously
known best solutions. These values come from [7] for
SAT, and from [9] for LJ, respectively. The value given
for RB is the known global minimum.

Summarising the results, we can state that on the
SAT and RB problems the DE algorithm outperformed
the other two methods, while on the LJ problem the
PSO method worked best. As we expected, these
more sophisticated methods behaved far more effi-
ciently than the MC search. In particular, on the SAT
problem the Differential Evolution resulted in a big im-
provement on the previously known best solution (ob-
tained by Monte–Carlo search). Our main future task is
to find suitable distributed generalisations of these (and
other) solvers in order to reach further performance im-
provements.
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5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE
RESEARCH

Besides our future plans to extend the system with fur-
ther global optimisation methods, the most promising
way of improving the performance of the distributed
environment is to employ the available solvers in an
intelligent, co-operative way. This idea requires the
comparison of the behaviour of the different solvers.
We plan to develop and investigate a set of heuristics
to direct the allocation of the packages and the selec-
tion of solvers. One such heuristic indicator can be
the average (or expected) effort needed to improve the
best existing solution by a unit amount, while using a
given number of function evaluations and solver strat-
egy. This indicator can be continuously updated for
each solver in running time, and can be used as the ba-
sis for further decisions.
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Strategies for Near Earth Object Impact Hazard
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Abstract

The more we search for objects orbiting around the Sun, the more we realize that the space out there is not empty
at all. That such an incredible number of asteroids have been discovered in the last decade is an indication that
there are many yet to be found. Part of this asteroid population, Near Earth Objects, have been responsible for a
number of disastrous events in the history of our planet. Hence discussion has recently intensified with regard to
the development of methods to mitigate the hazard to humanity presented by these natural events. In this paper,
a brief review of these strategies is given and their effectiveness is studied through the use of a novel theoretical
result recently developed within the Advanced Concepts Team of the European Space Agency. In particular, a
trade-off is made between a kinetic-energy-impactor deflection and a long-duration-thrust deflection.

Notation

dmin : Miss distance due to the deflection ef-
fort

~A(t) : Time history of the acceleration vec-
tor applied to the asteroid

REarth : Earth-Sun distance at encounter

VEarth : Earth velocity at encounter

a : Asteroid orbit semi-major axis

ts : Time before impact at which the ac-
tion is applied

γ : Encounter geometry parameter

tp : Action duration, or ’push time’

η : Impact efficiency
~U : Relative velocity between the space-

craft and the asteroid at impact

M : Asteroid mass

β : Angle between the asteroid orbit and
the Earth orbit at encounter

~T (t) : Time history of the spacecraft thrust

Introduction

Near Earth Objects (NEOs) are asteroids and comets
whose orbits are in close proximity to the Earth’s or-
bit. The population size of these objects is unknown
because their small size, ranging from a diameter of
50 m to several hundreds of meters, makes their de-
tection very hard. At the beginning of the eighties,
the number of known NEOs was only a few tens; to-
day, thanks to the combined efforts of a number of
research programmes involving ground based optical
telescopes, this number has increased to over eight
thousand. NASA has stated that the current goal of
its research programme is to detect 90% of the entire
population of large NEOs (> 1 km in size) within the

61
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next decade. The sizes of these objects are usually es-
timated from their absolute magnitudeH assuming the
albedo of the object to be in a particular range. In Fig-
ure 1, the distribution of orbital parameters of a subset
of NEOs called Potentially Hazardous Objects (PHOs)
is shown. These asteroids have a Minimal Orbit In-
tersection Distance (MOID) smaller than 0.05 AU, and
an absolute magnitude larger than 22. Catastrophic im-
pacts can therefore be expected from objects belonging
to this family. But how frequent is the impact of a NEO
with our planet? The answer relies on the NEO popu-
lation model that we accept as reliable. It is currently
thought that the number of asteroids with a diameter
of more than 1 km is 1000± 200. Although, we have
to admit that the population size for smaller NEOs is
still uncertain. This introduces severe uncertainties on
the predicted frequencies of catastrophic impacts such
as the Tunguska event (see Chyba et al.[1]). However,
this leads us to at least begin to consider possible miti-
gation strategies that we could implement to reduce the
risk of an impact. These would all, of course, concern
the deflection of the asteroid’s trajectory away from
their meeting with the Earth.

The deflection of an incoming Near Earth Object
has previously been studied in several scientific pa-
pers. Ahrens and Harris[2] considered the effect of a
small impulse on an asteroid’s orbit and its final Earth
encounter, assuming a circular orbit for the asteroid;
Carusi et al.[3] went further by considering an impul-
sive momentum transfer. A first expression concerning
low thrust deflection strategies was given by Scheeres
and Schweickart[4] in the case of a thrust constantly
aligned with the velocity of an asteroid in a circular or-
bit. More recently Izzo[5] developed a general expres-
sion that accounts for both impulsive and low thrust
maneuvers, as well as generic asteroid orbits. Walker
et al.[6] used this result to assess deflection strategies
based on the use of advanced solar electric propul-
sion and nuclear electric propulsion. This last work
was performed as part of the ESA Advanced Concepts
Team’s internal research on the Near Earth Object im-
pact hazard mitigation problem.

One Expression for Many Deflec-
tion Strategies

A small kinetic energy impactor precursor mission
(named Don Quijote) has recently been selected by

the European Space Agency as the highest priority for
near-term implementation of NEO missions. The ob-
jective of this mission is to demonstrate the ability to
perturb the state of an asteroid orbit via an impulsive
momentum transfer, by measuring the asteroid state
before and after impact. This will enable accurate
models to be developed to properly assess the effec-
tiveness of this method at full scale. The mission in-
volves two spacecraft - one orbiter (Sancho) and one
impactor (Hidalgo). In one of the reference scenar-
ios being considered, both spacecraft are launched onto
an Earth swing-by trajectory. The spacecraft take dif-
ferent swing-by geometries. The orbiter achieves a
rendezvous/orbit insertion with a target asteroid, and
the impactor performs an additional Venus swing-by
to strike the asteroid at over 10km/s some six months
after arrival of the orbiter. This mission stems from
the recommendations of the NEO Mission Advisory
Panel (NEOMAP) to ESA (Harris et al.[7]) and from
earlier work such as Carusi et. al.[3]: “one of the is-
sues that the international community should handle
is planning a deflection experiment of a real, innocu-
ous NEO, to be chosen among those that have no pos-
sibility of representing a real threat”. Don Quijote,
though, is primarily a technology demonstrator involv-
ing a deflection test. It is nonetheless important as it
brings kinetic impactor deflection strategy to the fore-
ground as a viable mitigation measure. Other strate-
gies proposed in the past range from the exploitation of
nuclear explosion radiation (Ahrens and Harris[2]) to
the use of advanced propulsion devices (Scheeres and
Schweickart[4], Walker et al.[6]). Other more specu-
lative concepts have also been proposed and, overall,
mitigation strategies may essentially be divided into
two basic categories:

• high energy impulsive methods: kinetic energy
interceptor striking the object at high relative ve-
locity or by a stand-off nuclear blast explosion

• long-duration low-thrust methods: surface abla-
tion of the object using a laser or solar concentra-
tor; mass drivers and propulsive devices in con-
tact with the asteroid surface; exploitation of so-
lar flux induced perturbations.

From a technology development standpoint, the
two methods that could be most achievable in the near
term are, in the opinion of the authors, kinetic energy
interceptors and surface-attached propulsive devices.
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Figure 1: Parameter distribution of all known PHOs at epoch 05/11/04. The absolute magnitude is indicated with
the letterH.

In the work by Izzo[5], an analytical expression is
introduced and is shown to accurately assess the ef-
ficiency of the long-duration low thrust method. We
show here that the same expression may be also be
used for the high energy impulsive methods. The ex-
pression (named the asteroid deflection formula) has
the following form:

dmin =
3γaVEarth

µ

tp∫
0

(ts − t)~ν · ~Adt (28)

wheredmin is the minimum distance between the
asteroid and the Earth whenever a deflection strategy
~A(t) is applied to the asteroid;VEarth is the Earth’s
velocity at encounter,a is the asteroid orbit’s semi-
major axis,ts is the time between impact and the start
of the strategy,t is the time elapsed sincets , γ is
a non dimensional parameter that depends on the en-
counter geometry[5],µ is the gravitational parameter
of the Sun, and~ν is the asteroid velocity along its un-
perturbed orbit. In the case of an impulsive strategy we
may think in terms of an instantaneous∆V by writing
the deflection strategy as~A(t) = ∆~V δ(0), whereδ is
the Dirac delta function. We immediately get, substi-
tuting into eq.(1):

dmin =
3γaVEarth

µ
ts~ν ·∆~V (29)

which tells us, in accordance with Ahrens and
Harris[2] but in a more general case, that the most ef-
fective way to deflect an asteroid is to impart the∆V in
the along-track direction. In this optimal case we may
get the∆V magnitude required to obtain a given min-
imal distance (this last quantity also has to take into
account the Earth’s lensing effect, see Scheeres and
Schweickart[4] and Valsecchi et al.[8]). After some
basic manipulation we get:

∆V =
dmin

√
µr

3tsγVEarth

1√
a(2a−REarth)

(30)

This expression may be compared to the one de-
veloped by Carusi et al.[3] by noting that in their work
they assume

γ =

∥∥∥~ν − ~VEarth

∥∥∥
VEarth

sinβ =
U

VEarth
sinβ

and use non dimensional units. Substituting these
last equalities into eq.(3) we get:
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∆V =
dmin

√
r

(3tsU sinβ)
√
a(2a−REarth)

whereas the expression obtained by Carusi et al.[3]
has the form:

∆V =
dmin

√
r

(3tsU sinβ + 2dmin)
√
a(2a−REarth)

The numerical difference4 between the two expres-
sions is negligible, and therefore the error analysis
performed by Carusi et al.[3] also applies to eq.(3).
This convinces us, together with the results derived by
Izzo[5], that eq.(1) is also valid for high energy im-
pulsive methods and may be used to trade-off different
mitigation strategies applied to any asteroid.

The Kinetic Impactor

The kinetic energy impactor deflection method relies
upon an impactor vehicle launched into an interplane-
tary intercept trajectory. To make the asteroid deflec-
tion formula specific to this case, we write the con-
servation of momentum assuming a perfectly inelastic
impact:

m~νs/c +M~ν = (m+M)(~ν + ∆~V )

whereM is the asteroid mass,~νs/c the spacecraft
velocity and~ν the asteroid velocity before the impact.
From the above expression we may evaluate the∆~V
imparted to the asteroid as∆~V = m

m+M
~U wherem

is the impactor mass and~U the relative velocity vec-
tor. To take into account the increased momentum ex-
change due to ejecta materials from the impact and due
to some inevitable translational-rotational energy ex-
change, we introduce the impact efficiencyη and we
substitute the expression found for the∆~V into eq.(2)
obtaining:

dmin = ηγ
3aVEarth

µ

mts
m+M

~ν · ~U (31)

This expression tells us that all we can do to op-
timise the design of this kind of mitigation mission is
to maximisemts~ν · ~U (mission design) andη (impact

design). This last parameter is highly dependent upon
the surface/internal structure of the object concerned,
particularly its material density/strength, porosity and
aggregation, and on the precise knowledge of the as-
teroid centre of mass. Hence, missions to gather this
physical data and to learn about the dynamic response
of an asteroid to external forces are very important for
refining such a mission scenario. To perform a prelimi-
nary assessment of this kind of concept we will assume
pessimisticallyη = 1. We note that the same result
could have been achieved by starting directly from the
asteroid deflection formula written in the form:

dmin =
3γaVEarth

µ

ta∫
0

ts − t

M
~ν(t) · d~p

whered~p is the asteroid momentum change given
by d~p = η ts−t

M ~ν(t) · d~p. A simple evaluation of the
integrand returns eq.(4). This offers us the physical
interpretation of what we called impact efficiency, i.e.
the fraction of the asteroid momentum that get actually
transferred to the asteroid. Note that this number can
be significantly larger than one as a consequence of the
materials ejected.

Surface Attached Propulsive De-
vices Concept

This concept is based on the idea of designing a space-
craft equipped with a high specific impulse propulsion
device and able to rendezvous with the asteroid, land
on its surface and start pushing it so as to perturb its
orbit and avoid the impact. To analyse this mitigation
strategy the correct form of the asteroid deflection for-
mula is:

dmin =
3γaVEarth

µ

tp∫
0

(ts − t)~ν ·
~T (t)
M

dt (32)

where ~T (t) is the spacecraft thrust. The major
problem of this strategy is the attitude motion (often
a rotation) of the asteroid that has to be taken into ac-
count, as it influences the thrust direction. Somead
hocform of attitude motion control has been proposed
and studied by Scheeres and Schweickart[4], to allow

4The difference arises from an inconsistent linearization of the energy equation performed by Carusi et. al.[3]
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the thrust direction to be constantly aligned with the as-
teroid velocity, thus maximising the effect on the miss-
distance as shown in the equation above. Their con-
cept assumes a rotating asteroid with a low eccentricity
and requires some extra time to perform a preliminary
spin axis reorientation manoeuvre. Whatever the thrust
direction history is with respect to the asteroid veloc-
ity, eq.(5) might be used to build graphs describing the
miss-distance variations with respect to the push time
tp, constrained by the available fuel remaining after
rendezvous and landing, and the start timets. Walker
et al.[6] used this methodology to perform a prelimi-
nary design of an advanced spacecraft able to land on
an asteroid and push it up to 10000km away from a
hypothetical impact, with an overall mission duration
of roughly 12-18 years (different advanced propulsion
methodologies and power systems were considered).

Optimisation and Trade-off

In order to get an idea of which mitigation strategy is
the most effective between the kinetic impactor and the
rendezvous and push, we here take an electric propul-
sion spacecraft design similar to that introduced by
Walker at al.[6], and we perform a preliminary design
of two different missions to deflect the same hypothet-
ical hazardous object. As a working scenario we se-
lect the orbit of asteroid 2003 GG21 and we assume its
mass to be1010 kg, corresponding to a 200 m diameter
asteroid with a 2.4 g/cm3 density. We assume the wet
mass of the spacecraft to be 18000 kg, we assume ad-
vanced Nuclear Electric Propulsion capable to deliver
2N of thrust with a specific impulse of 6700 s. We also
assume a zero departure C3 reached after a spiral out
phase common to both mission profiles and requiring
roughly 2000kg of fuel mass[6]. From that point we
perform an optimisation of the heliocentric trajectory
for the two cases and an assessment of the overall de-
flection capabilities.

Kinetic Impactor

For the kinetic impactor mission, as clearly shown in
eq.(4), we want to maximise the mass of the space-
craft at the impact, to impact the asteroid as soon as
possible, and to maximise the dot product~ν · ~U =
ν2

ast − ~νast · ~νs/c. For this preliminary study, it was
decided to use this last expression as an objective func-
tion of the optimisation. Further improvements (larger

deflection distances achieved) may be possible by con-
sidering the full expressionmts~ν · ~U . A 2016 launch
window was considered.

The simple equations of motion, written for the
three-dimensional case:

~̇ν = − µ

r3
~r +

~u

m

~̇r = ~ν

ṁ = − u

Ispg0

have been transformed into a Non Linear Pro-
gramming (NLP) problem using a direct transcription
method.

Initial and final states were constrained appropri-
ately to ensure a zero C3 Earth departure and an aster-
oid impact, whereas the initial time was also optimised.
The resulting trajectory, shown in Figure 2, gave a mis-
sion 4.9 years long hitting the asteroid near the perihe-
lion and with an almost perpendicular direction. Addi-
tional information is given in Table 1. We note that the
spacecraft is required to perform a close solar swing-
by. A constraint may then be considered on the min-
imum spacecraft-Sun distance reached, in which case
the impact takes place further up in the asteroid orbit.
It was found, though, that the obtained miss-distance
does not become less than 25000km even when a 0.5
AU minimum distance is required. Because of the ob-
jective function shapeJ = ν2

ast − ~νast · ~νs/c the opti-
miser tries to make the impact as close as possible to
the perigee, and with a small component (negative if
possible) of the asteroid velocity along the spacecraft
velocity. If we consider that the forecasted impact was
at MJD=9210 (this is in reality just a close approach of
the asteroid that reaches in that date a distance equal to
the MOID) we would find that the mitigation strategy
simulated above would have moved the asteroid 43851
km (the miss-distance) away from the impact point!

Long duration thrust

Let us now consider the other scenario. From eq.(1) is
clear that in the case of a strategy based upon a long
duration high impulse low-thrust we have to maximise

the integral
tp∫
0

(ts − t)~ν · ~T (t)
M dt. This is mainly related

to the push time available before all the fuel on board
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Table 1: Results of the optimised trajectory: kinetic impactor case.
The impact efficiency has been set toη = 1

Kinetic Impactor Scenario
Departure Epoch 6202 MJD
Interception Epoch 7993 MJD
Avoided Impact Epoch 9210 MJD
Heliocentric phase Duration 4.9 years
Final Mass 11852 kg
Final~ν · ~U 1630 km2/s2

Final~ν (heliocentric) [5, 42, 1.5] km/s
Final~ν (heliocentric) [47, 30.7, -2.1] km/s
Obtained miss-distance 43851 km
Minimum Earth-Sun distance .22 AU

Figure 2: Optimised trajectories for the kinetic impact scenario and the long duration thrust scenario. The thrust
direction is represented by arrows

is consumed, and therefore to the final mass at ren-
dezvous. For this reason the heliocentric transfer phase
has been optimised with respect to the mass, constrain-
ing the final relative velocity to be zero as to obtain
a capture of the spacecraft. The resulting trajectory,
shown in figure 2, is 5.7 years long and allows for a
final mass of 12985 kg. More data are given in Ta-
ble 2. In an overoptimistic scenario we would start to
push the asteroid, from as soon as it has achieved ren-
dezvous, and we would be able to push it in a direction
always parallel to the asteroid velocity. In this case the
asteroid deflection formula returns a value of 3697 km.

Comparison

It is immediately seen that the same spacecraft is able
to achieve a much larger deflection of the asteroid
when it uses its high specific impulse engines to ac-
celerate toward a maximum momentum exchange im-
pact, rather than rendezvousing with the asteroid and
pushing. Here, the trade-off is really between using
each kg of mass to expel it at high speed via an ad-
vanced propulsion system or to impact the asteroid at
high speed. In both cases, the resulting perturbation is
due to the reaction principle stated by Newton’s third
law, and one might think of the impact case as being
an advanced propulsion system able to expel at once
the entire final spacecraft mass with an exhaust veloc-
ity of −~U . This observation allows us to evaluate the
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Table 2: Results of the optimised trajectory: long duration push case

Long Duration Thrust Scenario
Departure Epoch 5937 MJD
Rendezvous Epoch 8035 MJD
Avoided Impact Epoch 9210 MJD
Heliocentric Phase Duration 5.7 years
Final Mass 12985 kg
Obtained miss-distance 3297 km

equivalent effective specific impulse of the push in the
kinetic impactor scenario, here defined asI∗sp = ~U ·ν̂

g0
,

and that in the simulation performed was evaluated to
beI∗sp = 3800 sec.

This value is only about one half of the specific
impulse assumed for the actual advanced propulsion
system[6] that would otherwise perform a slow push,
but the chance to impart the∆V all at once near the
perihelion makes, in the case considered, the kinetic
impactor strategy more efficient from the dynamical
point of view. In the asteroid deflection formula this

is accounted for by the integrand(ts − t)~ν · ~T (t)
M that

tells us that any mass expelled after a timets from the
deflection start ts contributes increasingly less to the
miss-distance. Note also that in the kinetic impactor
scenario, all the spacecraft mass is used as propellant,
whereas in the other case only a part of it can be used,
depending on the system design.

Conclusions

The asteroid deflection formula, derived in the frame-
work of studies on long duration low-thrust asteroid
deflection strategies, has been shown to retain its accu-
racy for the evaluation of concepts based on high en-
ergy impulsive methods, allowing for a direct trade-off
of the two concepts. An optimisation of the heliocen-
tric trajectories has been performed for two different
mission profiles exploiting these ideas: a kinetic im-
pactor and ”rendezvous and push” spacecraft. In the
case of the asteroid 2003 GG21, and assuming an ad-
vanced spacecraft design, the resulting miss-distance
has then been evaluated via the asteroid deflection for-
mula. The results revealed, from a dynamic point of
view, the extreme efficiency of a kinetic impactor strat-
egy coupled with an electrically propelled spacecraft
that allows for high optimal relative velocities to be

reached. Due to the high impact energies involved,
though, the structural integrity of the asteroid may be
endangered and a less disruptive mission may still be
optimal.
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